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RUSSIA 
Regime initially reluctant to acknowledge 
the serious situation. Emphasis is now on 
containment measures taut also actively 

spreading disinformation blaming the 
West for‘ttly virus. 

COVID-19 used as part oftpader 
Russian media/disinformation paign 

to discredit the West, prom ussia's 
soft-power, pressure to en estern 

sanctions regime, and target GC policies. 
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• Religiously Motivated Violent Extremist propaganda from terrorist movements such as DAESH, Taliban, 
Al Qaeda and al Shabaab has rapidly incorporated discussion of the COVID-19 pandemic. ISIS encourages 
followers to become martyrs by getting infected with COVID-19 and going to public places such as nightclubs, 
restaurants, places of worship and shopping areas. 

tIA„ A number of Canadian Extremist Travelers ((ETs) remain in Syria, many of whom are in detention facilities or IDP 
camps. 

Regime is focused on a propaganda can4Aakgn that 
protects its own reputation cal domestic 

legitimacy while touting its pandentic aid abroad. 
Domestic COVID-19 containment efforts continue, 

although all ongoing government measures 
(including domestic mobility restrictions) arelikely 

not widely reported. PRC-reported infecthin and 
mortality dAta remain unreliable.ls. 

PRC will continue toe/T'phSsy,.ipternatioR 6- 
cooperation on COVID-19 
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Infections and deaths among several senior government officials 
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Increased disinformation campaign seeks to shift blame for domestic
shortcomings in handling COVID-19 to foreign actors (especially US sanctions 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has generated an unprecedented global health and economic crisis. 
The fast-evolving situation has altered global geopolitics and deepened fissures between 
authoritarian states and Western liberal democracies. 
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1. The COVID-19 pandemic is the greatest global health crisis in over a century. It has caused 
unprecedented disruption to daily life around the world, severely restricted global travel, and 
sparked a massive economic downturn. COVID-19 has generated a new set of national security 
imperatives focused on containing the pandemic, managing the economic crisis and preserving 
social cohesion. For countries COVID-19 represents a threat to 
regime stability. At the same time, adversarial states have used the pandemic as an opportunity 
to tout themselves as legitimate alternatives to Western liberal democracies, currently straining 
to deal with the crisis. Global strategic competition increasingly is focusing on a race to find a 
solution, and to recalibrate supply chains and other vital mechanisms guaranteeing social and 
economic stability. 
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Conspiracy Theories, COVID-19 and Threats to 5G Infrastructure'. 

Online Conspiracies and their Real World Impact 

Key Assessments 

• The COVID-19 pandemic serves as an 
opportunity for extremists-acrossthe 
ideologically motivated violent (MV) ;extremism 
spectrum to capitalize on and,spread, 
conspiracy theories online, including the threats' 
posed by 5G technOlogy 

• Recent surveys suggest that a niz t, ingignificarrt 
minority of Canadians believe that there is 'a 
connection between 5G technology and the 
COVID-19 pandemic. There was one significant 
attack on a communications tower in Canada 
during the past month 

• Conspiracy theories relating to 
telecommunications (3G, 4G, 5G) are not new 

• United Kingdom appears to be at the epicenter of arson and sabotage attacks on 5G 
infr rr Ire.k t attacks have spread across Europe over the past several months. 

4' 
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What is 5G technology? 

CONFIDENTIAL 

5G is the fifth generation of wireless communications 
technologies supporting cellular data networks. It was designed 
to eventually replace, or at least augment, 4G technology. 5G 
networks wil l enable a new breed of digital applications that 
depend on ultra-fast, low latency, high-throughput 
communications, including driverless cars, advanced factory 
automation, and smart cities. The implementation of 5G 
technology requires the construction of numerous 
sensors/receivers (often referred to as 5G masts) across the 
country. 

While most academics and scientists assert that 5G technology 
is safe, a small number argue that there could be associated 
long-term health risks and argue that further scientific research 
is required before the technology is fully implemented. Beyond those academics and 
scientists who opppse 5G, however, a growing and diverse online milieu has adopted and 
promoted various conspiracy theories surrounding 5G technology and its associated 
infrastructure. Within this milieu are individuals who engage in, encourage or support attacks 
on 5G infrastructure, and harass telecom workers. To date, most attacks on 5G masts have 
occurred in the United Kingda, as weld the Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy. 
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MORE 56 MASTS LIP IN FLAMES IN ITALY THIS TIME AS 
GOVERNMENTS WORLD WIDE CHOOSE NOT THE 
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Conspiracies Theories and 5G 

C .

Conspiracy theories surrounding 
emerging technologies, including 5G, are 
not new, 

1 Open information indicates 
that conspiracy theories surrounding 3G, 
and then 4G, technology date to the 
early 2000s. 

Origins of the COVID-19/5G Conspiracy 
Theory? 

The precise origins of the first COVID-19/5G 
conspiracy theory may never be known. Open 
information points to a January 2020 article 
from an obscure Belgian newspaper. The 
newspaper published an interview with a little 
known general practitioner (GP) medical 
doctor titled "5G is life-threatening, and no 
one knows it." The GP produced no scientific 
research to back up his claims and the 
newspaper quickly deleted the article from its 
website. Regardless, the conspiracy theory 
was ignited and has been repeatedly cited 
across various online platforms. 

1 Prior to the COVID- 1 9 pandemic, most 5G conspiracy theor es focused on cancer. 
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Individuals and groups often adopt or promote the conspiracies which best suit their 
personalized worldviews and range of grievances. White supremacists, neo-Nazis, anarchists, 
those holding anti-government views and others have all adopted varying conspiracy theories 
related to COVID-19. 

Common 5G-related conspiracy theories promoted in the online IMV extremist space include: 

• COVID-19 is fake and the current illnesses/fatalities are caused by 
radiation poisoning from 5G wireless technology; 

• COVID-19 is fake and governments are using their lockdowns to 
construct 5G infrastructure without opposition (see photo at right); 

• Governments/law enforcement will "weaponize" 5G technology to 
move society closer to becoming a police state; 

• Bill Gates created the new "coronavirus" in order to sell the 
vaccine which he also created; 

• 5G is designed by gcyernments to depopulate the earth (part of 
the broader Agenda 1)c..dn.sp-ifacy theory that the United Nations (UN) is attempting 
to subvert national sovereignty in order to establish a new world order (international 
globalizaticn)). 

Online Activity 

Conspiracy theories l inking COVID-19 and 5G 
have become extremely popular online and-Within 
multiple portions of the IMV extremist landscape. 
A recent survey conducted in the United Kingdom 
(UK) by Hope Not Hate2 found that 8% of 
respondents agreed that 5G is contributing to the 
spread of COVID-19. A survey commissioned by 
the Office of Communications3 (OFCOM) in the 
UK concluded that theories linking COVID-19 to 
5G technology are the most common examples of 
online misinformation in the UK. An analysis by 
the New York Times located 487 Facebook 
communities, 84 Instagram accounts, 52 Twitter 
ac*.trits andjiumerous other platforms that 
linked covtp; f4- to5G technology. According to 
the New York as,the: 0 most popular 5G 
COVID-19 Cb• :60110 'ciiiposted to YouTube 

Online SUpport from celebrities in 
the Ukarictthe United States only 
serves to promote these 
conspiracies and push them into 
the mainstream. 

advocac tis-,bp0aed,in the UK. It campaigns against racism and fascism, and 
asse t tolIt.gornbine firt Ciagis.,ice rch with community organising and 
grassroots aQtrons to defea.f-cl-igte groups at-&ectionand to build community resilience against extremism". 

3 Ofcom is the governmeqt:#opioyed,regu4tory and competition authority for the broadcasting, 
telecommunications and pd- tel) 1:t t*,.4nEitie UK. 
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in March, 2020, have been viewed over 5.8 million times. 

In early April 2020, Facebook blocked two anti-5G groups (Stop 5G Save Our Children and 
Stop 5G Group) after members encouraged the destruction of mobile phone masts. Group 
members also promoted misinformation linking 5G to the COVID-19 outbreak. The Stop 5G 
Group had over 60,000 members at the time it was blocked. 

Real World Violence 

Open information indicates that, in the UK, there have been dozens of acts 
of vandalism and arson against telecommunication masts over the past 
several months, with 30 occurring during the first half of April 2020 (see 
photo of damaged telecommunication tower in Birmingham, England). 
Several of the attacks did not target 5G infrastructure but older 3G and 4G 
masts. Most concerning was an attack on a tower supplying voice and data 
traffic to a Birmingham field hospital treating Covid-19 patients. There have 
also been more than 80 instances of harassment of telecom workers by 5G • • 
opponents. 

To date, there have been three arrests. However, no group or entity has 
claimed responsibility for the attacks,' 

The total financial cost of the attacks in the UK has not been 
released. 

Racially Motivated Extremists (Neo-Nazis and White Supremacists) 

While the neo-Nazi and White supremacist milieu adopt a range of conspiracy theories (often 
relating to the New World order and the Jewish population), the they seemingly did not create 
most of the primary COVID-19/5G conspiracy theories. 

xx 
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theories and misinformation, as well as far-right propaganda and symbols, to "amplify the 
fear" of the public and capitalize on "5G hysteria". 

Anarchists 

Internationally, anarchists have a long history of vandalism and arson 
targeting critical infrastructure, including the telecommunications 
sector. Anarchists are also not shy to claim responsibility for their 
actions. A review of well-known international and domestic anarchist 
websites, however, finds no such claims of responsibility relative to the 
rash of 5G attacks. 

How to 

One well-known anarchist media website, however, praised the 
attacks, claiming "If you do not want that [a world of government run 
techno-prisons to control us as a result of the domination of 5G 
technology], then you have every,reason to see this technology burned 
to the ground already." The same vvebsite Posted a document in February 2020 entitled "How 
to destroy cell phone towers." The clOcUtnent details the tools and equipment required to 
conduct an attack well aS'informatioh on operational, security. 

Aphis, Sr d• the %void which needs it 

Anti-Government/Anti-Vaxxers 

Extreme elements of the anti-government milieu regularly.adopt 
conspiracy theories relating to government plots (including a reduction 
of gun rights, implementation of a police state, or blind adherence to 
international bodies such as the UN or World Health Organization 
(WHO) leading to the New World Order). Statements by the 
government and scientific experts claiming that 5G technology is safe 
or is unrelated to COVID-19, for example, are met with skepticism if 
not outright rejection. A similar conspiracy theory adopted by the anti-
vaxxer movement claims that 5G is responsible for spreading COVID-
19, and citizens will be force-vaccinated as a result 

,„, 
Other COD piracy, eories targeting COVID-19/5G have emerged from various online anti-
capitalDstr fi and environmental groups/communities. 

Vi 

ket404tkr in Ca 
4 , 

In Cane ph ie Wapsjtion to 6rdlpfralfeucture is significantly less when compared to 
recent actionsiirtl e UK and ,cope. However, on April 30, 2020, an act of vandalism 
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targeted a telecommunication tower in Laval, Quebec causing approximately $.1 million in 
damages. 

There are also a small number of ostensibly Canadian-based online communities dedicated 
to promoting conspiracy theories in opposition to 5G technology. Most appear fairly small in 
number, and are limited to members only. As companies begin 5G infrastructure 
construction in earnest, extremists from across the IMV extremist landscape could engage in 
acts of arson and vandalism against that infrastructure. 

A recent survey conducted by a University of Sherbrooke team on the impact of COVID-19 
found that 7.8% of respondents from Quebec, and 15.7% from other provinces, believe that a 
connection exists between 5G technology and COVID-19. 

Implications 

a6, 

c 
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YOUR AGENCY'S USE OR DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL HUMAN 
RIGHTS LAW, INCLUDING THE CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT 
OR PUNISHMENT. 

NO LETHAL ACTION MAY BE TAKEN ON THE BASIS OF THIS INFORMATION. 

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT BE USED IN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. THIS 
INFORMATION MAY BE SHARED WITH MEMBERS OF YOUR GOVERNMENT WHO POSSESS THE REQUIRED SECURITY 
CLEARANCE AND A NEED TO KNOW. IT MAY NOT BE RECLASSIFIED, DISSEMINATED OR DISCLOSED, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, 
TO ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT OR ENTITY WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF CSIS. IF YOU LEARN THAT THE 
DOCUMENT HAS BEEN IMPROPERLY DISCLOSED OR DISSEMINATED OR IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ABIDE BY THE CAVEATS IN 
THIS DOCUMENT, INFORM CSIS IM T LY 
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• Media: Global Research Centre (GR), a Canadian fringe media`outlet, conblitras tOtkibliaLLarticles portraying Russia's efforts to deal with 
COVD-19 in a positive light and describing 'Western conspiracieS' against Ntotcox -

A, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA (KSA) 

In mid-April 2020, during a livestream broadcast on Twitter, received a 
message in the live comment section saying that his personal account had been hacked 
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ZOOM-BOMBING 
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• CSIS reporting: Senior Canadian diplomats in Europe recently participated in a Zoom videoconference hosted by a third party. The call's invitation appeared on social media, prompting probable mischief-
makers to hijack the call and end it (often called "Zoom-bombing"). This instance contributes to concerns over the security of Web-based videoconferencing services, which have seen a dramatic spike in use 
since government and business employees in Canada began working from home during COVID-19. 
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (PRC) 

• Assessme9t. Canada'continues to e ence a shortage of 
medical personal protective equipme {PE) that is critical to the 
safety of medical professionals andeers in essential roles during 
the pandemic. 

EXTREMISM 

;42,, • Assessment: ISIL has been increasing attacks in Iraq, 
predominately targeting Iraqi Security Forces (ISF), taking 
advantage of an iterative easing of pressure since January 2020 
due to the re-allocation of ISF in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, targeting its enemies using any means available to 
increase the negative effects of the situation. 
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The Impact of COVID-19 on Religiously-Motivated Violent Extremism 

This assessment was initially prepared for the Canadian Government on 2020 04 06, 
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Pandemic Measures Diminish the Religiously-Motivated Violent Extremist Threat in the Immediate Term 
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Analytical -\ het 1 Precis analyicue 

Islamic Perspectives on Disease and 
Mainstream Community Support 

Islam references infectious diseases as a 
phenomenon which is controlled and directed by 
God. According to Islamic teachings, God 
introduces disease and spreads it according to 
divine will. Islam therefore believes that disease 
furthers purposes which are not fully 
comprehensible by humanity. To the extent that 
they can, Muslims are instructed to combat 
disease through community/personal hygiene 
practices and through isolating the sick. 

To that end, mainstream Muslim scholars have 
stated that many of the current pandemic 
measures are in-line with Islamic teachings. In 
some cases, mainstream Muslim scholars have 
boasted that Islam has carried out such practices 
since the earliest generations. 
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Terrorist propaganda has called for extremists to intentionally spread the COVID-19 virus. While 
inflammatory and potentially undermining messaging campaigns calling for social distancing, 

A potentially more concerning development is the proliferation of conspiracy theories within Arabic-
language media which may direct animosity regarding COVID-19 toward the West as well as 
undermine social-distancing strategies. These conspiracy theories include claims that America 
developed COVID-19 as a bioweapon against China and Iran in order to weaken its global rivals, or 
that COV19.719 is an illness derived from new technologies such as 5G telecommunications 
infrastructuha.,  These conspiracy theories are not specific to Arabic-language media and RMV 
extremist propaganda, and are similar (and sometimes identical) to the anti-authority messaging of 

Pifib7-k1MV extremists. 
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Analytical 3rief I Précis analy-ique 

Conclusion 
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CAVEAT 

SECRET 

CAB 2020-21/04 
2020 05 08 

YOUR AGENCY'S USE OR DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW, INCLUDING THE 
CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING 
TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT. 

NO LETHAL ACTION MAY BE TAKEN ON THE BASIS OF THIS INFORMATION. 

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT BE USED 
IN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. THIS INFORMATION MAY BE SHARED WITH MEMBERS OF 
YOUR GOVERNMENT WHO POSSESS THE REQUIRED SECURITY CLEARANCE AND A 
NEED TO KNOW. IT MAY NOT BE RECLASSIFIED, DISSEMINATED OR DISCLOSED, IN 
WHOLE OR IN PART, TO ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT OR ENTITY WITHOUT THE 
WRITTEN PERMISSION OF CSIS. IF YOU LEARN THAT THE DOCUMENT HAS BEEN 
IMPROPERLY DISCLOSED OR DISSEMINATED OR IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ABIDE BY 
THE CAVEATS IN THIS DOCUMENT, INFORM CSIS IMMEDIATELY. 

MISES EN GARDE 
j

TOUTE UTILISATION OU COMMUNICATION DES PRESENTES INFORMATIONS PAR 
VOTRE SERVICE DOLT ETRE CONFORME AU DROIT INTERNATIONAL, NOTAMMENT A 
LA CONVENTION CONTRE LA TORTURE ET AUTRES PEINES OU TRAITEMENTS 
CRUELS, INHUMAINS OU DEGRADANTS. 

LES INFORMATIONS FOURNIES NE PEUVENT SERVIR DE FONDEMENT A DES MESURES 
SUSCEPTIBLES DE CAUSER LA MORT. 

LES PRESENTES INFORMATIONS SONT RESERVEES A DES FINS DE RENSEIGNEMENT 
ET NE PEUVENT PAS ETRE UTILISEES DANS LE CADRE D'INSTANCES JUDICIAIRES. 
ELLES PEUVENT ETRE TRANSMISES AUX MEMBRES DE VOTRE GOUVERNEMENT QUI 
POSSEDENT LES COTES DE SECURITE REQUISES, EN FONCTION DU BESOIN DE 
SAVOIR. IL NE FAUT PAS MODIFIER LEUR COTE NI LES DIFFUSER OU LES 
COMMUNIQUER, EN TOUT OU EN PARTIE, A TOUT AUTRE GOUVERNEMENT OU 
ORGANISME SANS LE CONSENTEMENT ECRIT DU SERVICE CANADIEN DU 
RENSEIGNEMENT DE SECURITE (SCRS). SI VOUS APPRENEZ QUE LE PRESENT 
DOCUMENT A ETE COMMUNIQUE OU DIFFUSE INDOMENT OU SI VOUS NE POUVEZ 
PAS RESPECTER LES PRESENTES MISES EN GARDE, VEUILLEZ EN INFORMER LE SCRS 
IMMEDIATEMENT. 
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Analytical Brief I Précis analytique 

Ideologically Motivated Violent (IMV) Extremists Response to COVID-19 

This assessment was initially prepared for the Canadian Government on 2020 03 25, and is now 
being shared with CSIS' international partners. 

Key Assessments 

• 

• 

• Individuals online promoting extreme neo-
Nazi, White supremacist and anti-
government/law enforcement ideas view 
COVID-19 as both a threat to their way of 
life and an opportunity to create and 
capitalize on conspiracy theories and 
hateful propaganda. Promotion of concepts 
such as prepping and accelerationism 
regularly include references to the need for violence in order to bring about the collapse of 
society. 

• 
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r 
IMV extremists, however, have long posted volumes of online conspiracy-laden, racist, bigoted, and 
misogynist content and propaganda targeting Jews, minority groups, the government, liberals, etc. 
while aspiring to a future which would fulfil their personalized, grievance-driven worldview. 
Situations of crisis (perceived or real) in society only serve to increase the volume of such material 
online. According to Eric Ward, executive director of the Western States Center "We are seeing a
huge uptick" in such rhetoric "A lot of it is happening on YouTube platforms and videos and others, 
at a time where much of the country is sheltering in place or practicing social distancing. Ironically, it 
will serve to give these individuals much more access [to an audience] than they would normally 
have." 

The End of the World as We Know it - Apocalyptic Narratives 

Apocalyptic narratives — whether of societal collapse, biblical rapture, or race war — are the primary 
manner by which neo-Nazis, White supremacists and ethno-nationalists draw in new followers and 
resources. The COVID-19 parkiwic`prRyides the opportunity for many within these milieus to 
espouse their worldviews, promote eXtremWar4ions (including violence), and, in some cases, exploit 
them for financial gain such as selling bogus cures or preventative "medicines." 

Accelerationism is the belletv,that Western governments are irreparably corrupt and that 
multiculturalism and democra ill fail. As a result, there will eventually be an outbreak of violence 
across ethnic and racial lines - often referred to as "the coming race war" (a concept outlined in the 
book The Turner Diaries). Accelerationists often encourage violence to escalate the pace of societal 
collapse. Accelerationists reject any effort to seize political power through elections, dismissing all 
attempts to engage in mass politics as pointless. 

As with accelerationists, "Preppers" also believe in the imminent 
collapse of society (See text box at right) and COVID-19 is 
justification that their beliefs are well-founded. Preppers often 
hold a range of extreme anti-government, racially motivated 
views and promote a range of hateful commentary online. More 
recent mainstream media coverage of this milieu has added 
credibility but overlooks some of their more extreme views. 

What is Prepping? 

Prepping is the process of 
preparing oneself to survive 
without a complex infrastructure, 
as seen in modern society. The 
term "prepping" often refers to 
the act of preparing oneself for 
life during and after an 
apocalyptic event (often referred 
to as living off the land)., 
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Conspiracy Theories 

IMV extremists and others are using the COVID-19 pandemic 
as an opportunity to promote disinformation and alternative 
narratives regarding both the cause of the pandemic and 
potential societal outcomes. Blame for the pandemic focuses 
primarily on Jews, China (see image at right recently located 
in Port Credit, Ontario), immigrants, the government and 
societal elites. A key theme in the United States, and to a 
lesser degree Canada, is the perception that the government 
will use the pandemic as an opportunity to enact the 
Emergency Measures Act (in Canada), or martial law in the 
United States (including the call-up of the national guard) as a 
precursor to reducing, if not eliminating, citizens gun rights 
(See image at right of a recent Canadian post). 

in the online IMV extremist space include: 

SECRET 

CAB 2020-21/05 
2020 05 08 

COVID-19 OAFS 
FROM CHINA 

Multi-culturalism 

KILLS 

All 111 % Justin Trudeau just announced that he and his cabinet 'Will be 
looking to invoke the EMERGENCY MEASURES ACP! Thai means 
Marshall Law!!! Gel ready. The war is about to begin!!! Give me a roll call! 

Common conspiracy theories promoted 

• COVID-19 is a "bioweapon"ent from China in order to destabilize the Trump administration; 
• The United Nations (UN) is using COVID-19 to depopulate the earth (part of the broader 

Agenda 21 Conspiracy theory that the UN is attempting to subvert national sovereignty in 
order to establish anew, WOrld order (international globalization) ); 

• COVID-19 is fake, and the Orient, fatalities are caused by radiation poisoning from 5G 
wireless technology; 

• QANON (Q Anonymous) assert that COVID-19 is fake and is being used by President Trump 
to covertly prepare for the coming of martial law in the United States and the mass arrests of 
members of the "deep state" and their Supporters; 

• COVID-19 is fake and was created by an international consortium of Jews in order to 
enhance their long-term profits. 

The impact of COVID-19-related conspiracy theories has contributed to at least one Canadian death 
to date. On March 17, 2020, a Toronto-based activist involved with numerous social justice, 
environmental and Indigenous issues self-immolated before stabbing himself repeatedly. According 
to friends, the activist believed that the COVID-19 shutdown was an establishment conspiracy plot, 
ostensibly to strip Canadians of their rights and freedoms. 

/S/0
/ 
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41 suggests that "r+ght-Ving extremists" are contemplating the use of COVID-19 as a 
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What About Anarchists? 

SECRET 
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2020 05 08 

„ 
In 

Germany, however, media reporting indicates that "left-wing" extremists are urging Germans to use 
COVID-19 as an excuse to riot, loot, and to attack Germany's energy supply, infrastructure. 
According to one anonymous individual: "Should the situation worsen, we will try to make pig 
revolutionary contribution to the outbreaks of anger, protests, looting and riots... However, impatieht: 
people might feel a strong desire to make an immediate contribution to the shake-up of the 
production cycle and want to strike a blow that interrupts their energy supply." 

Implications 

CSIS continues to monitor this situation. 
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YOUR AGENCY'S USE OR DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW, INCLUDING THE 
CONVENTION AGAINST TORTURE AND OTHER CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING 
TREATMENT OR PUNISHMENT. 

NO LETHAL ACTION MAY BE TAKEN ON THE BASIS OF THIS INFORMATION. 

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT BE USED 
IN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. THIS INFORMATION MAY BE SHARED WITH MEMBERS OF 
YOUR GOVERNMENT WHO POSSESS THE REQUIRED SECURITY CLEARANCE AND A 
NEED TO KNOW. IT MAY NOT BE RECLASSIFIED, DISSEMINATED OR DISCLOSED, IN 
WHOLE OR IN PART, TO ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT OR ENTITY WITHOUT THE 
WRITTEN PERMISSION OF CSIS. IF YOU LEARN THAT THE DOCUMENT HAS BEEN 
IMPROPERLY DISCLOSED OR DISSEMINATED OR IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ABIDE BY 
THE CAVEATS IN THIS DOCUMENT, INFORM CSIS IMMEDIATELY. 

V sgES L GARDE 

TOUTE UTILISATION OU COMMUNICATION DES PRESENTES INFORMATIONS PAR 
VOTRE SERVICE DOIT ETRE CON FORME AU DROIT INTERNATIONAL, NOTAMMENT A 
LA CONVENTION CONTRE LA TORTURE ET AUTRES PEINES OU TRAITEMENTS 
CRUELS, INHUMAINS OU DEGRADANTS. 

LES INFORMATIONS FOURNIES NE PEUVENT SERVIR DE FONDEMENT A DES MESURES 
SUSCEPTIBLES DE CAUSER LA MORT. 

LES PRESENTES INFORMATIONS SONT RESERVEES A DES FINS DE RENSEIGNEMENT 
ET NE PEUVENT PAS ETRE UTILISEES DANS LE CADRE D'INSTANCES JUDICIAIRES. 
ELLES PEUVENT ETRE TRANSMISES AUX MEMBRES DE VOTRE GOUVERNEMENT QUI 
POSSEDENT LES COTES DE SECURITE REQUISES, EN FONCTION DU BESOIN DE 
SAVOIR. IL NE FAUT PAS MODIFIER LEUR COTE NI LES DIFFUSER OU LES 
COMMUNIQUER, EN TOUT OU EN PARTIE, A TOUT AUTRE GOUVERNEMENT OU 
ORGANISME SANS LE CONSENTEMENT ECRIT DU SERVICE CANADIEN DU 
RENSEIGNEMENT DE SECURITE (SCRS). SI VOUS APPRENEZ QUE LE PRESENT 
DOCUMENT A ETE COMMUNIQUE OU DIFFUSE INDOMENT OU SI VOUS NE POUVEZ 
PAS RESPECTER LES PRESENTES MISES EN GARDE, VEUILLEZ EN INFORMER LE SCRS 
IMM EDIATEM E N 'F. 
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This gr ri re assesseignt ) ates the National Terrorism Threat Level (N17L) and 
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THREATS TO 
TRANSPORTATION 

sansportation 
networks, such as rail, marine and air, continue to 
be desirable targets for extremist groups. 

ITAC has reassessed the threat to rail networks in 
Canada (see TA 20/23-A). 

Extremist propaganda continues to convey the 
intent to strike transportation modes, and a number of 
acts of sabotage against domestic rail infrastructure 
have occurred. 

ITAC last assessed the terrorism threat to civil aviation in 
Canada in March 2019 (refer to TA 19/22-B), while the 
threat to maritime transportation systems (MTS) (refer 
to TA 18/120) was reassessed in 2018. 
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C/) Currertly, there are CETs believed to be alive 
0 and currently abroad; are in Turkey/Syria/Iraq, with the 

0 C) ( remainder in the Afghanistan—Pakistan region, North and East 
C. Africa. These individuals travelled to support and facilitate 

17"/ terrorist-related activities. individuals, with a 
••• ""1-.. 

y n  from Turkey/Syria/Iraq. 

Uniformed 
Personnel 

SECRET// 

ITAC assesses the terrorism threat in Canada to be MEDIUM: 
Extremist groups and individuals in Canada and abroad have both 
the intent AND the capability to carry out an act of terrorism in this 
country. ITAC assesses an attack could occur. 

ITAC assesses the terrorism threat to uniformed personnel in Canada 
to be MEDIUM: An attack targeting uniformed personnel in Canada 
could occur. 

) 7 CO 0  b  The number of CETs returning to Canada as a consequence of the ,„ e collapse of the physical DAESH caliphate has been relatively few 
to date. Currently, the majority of CETs in Syria remain in detention, 

0 \ 

CANADIAN 
EXTREMIST 
TRAVELLERS 
AND RETURNEES 

nexus to Canada and suspected of having engaged in terrorist 
activities abroad, have returned. Of that number, returned 

ITAC ASSESSMENT 
A terrorist attack in Canada could occur 

The greatest terrorism threat to Canada remains domestic 
extremists who have been inspired or incited online 
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References to Canada and uniformed personnel continue 
to be present in extremist propaganda. This has not 
resulted in attar ore active planning in Canada. 
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DEVELOPMENTS 

V VIOLENT EXTREMISM 
11111 fr IDEOLOGICALLY MOTIVATED 

IMV actors continue toe ress intent to carry out violent acts in the name of their extremist 
views. On 16 January s, United States (US) authorities arrested Patrik Mathews who, 
after illegally crossing-401011e US in August 2019. discussed attacking a gun rights rally 
in Richmond, Virgin0 t.,S hopes of triggering a race war (refer to TH 20/14, TH 20/23, 
and TH 20/25). Otkii'Can4dian IMV extremists under investigation include at least one 
member of the Cifl'olignriiiory who encouraged fellow extremists to join the military to 
learn "the methods yokpet,ty destroy them", ' 

USE OF PROPAGANDA 
AND RECRUITMENT 
MATERIAL 
The threat of IMV extremism 
endures, (01) part due to the 
proliferation of extremist 
propaganda and recruitment 
material. Primarily shared via 
social media, recent propaganda 
and recruitment videos posted online feature a wide range of activities, including military-
style weapons training and flag burnings. Some videos depict and promote 'hate camps', 
while others, including one by The Base, appear to threaten potential targets such as 
Canadian journalists who focus on extremism. (see TH 19/137 and TH 20/11). Certain 
IMV extremist networks have criticized "keyboard warriorism" and have encouraged 
individuals to engage in violent activities. 

ITAC ASSESSMENT 

• 

EXTREMISTS SUGGEST cc',? 
USE OF COVID-19 AS A. 1- (33" 
WEAPON OR RETRIBUTION—

According to SITE elligence. 0619 February 2020. a far-right 
Telegram channel up to aggregate content regarding the spread 
of the coronavirus'COVID-19. published a list of "accelerationism 
goals" including the deliberate transmission of COVID-19 to 
minority groups. Separate MEMRI reporting from 4 March 2020 
notes that a Jihadist magazine included an article from a group 
of Islamic clerics based in Syria describing COVID-19 as "one 
of Allah's soldiers" and 'divine vengeance" against criminals. 

ITAC ASSESSMENT 

Saad 
AKHTAR 

Kingston-based 
minor 

Carlos 
LARMOND 

Ikar 
MAO 

Patrik 
MATHEWS 

SECRET// 

TERRORISM RELATED OR 
OTHER LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

Charged with first-degree murder, including terrorist activity, for allegedly 
killing a pedestrian in Scarborough, ON. on the evening of 21 February 
2020. 

Charged with terrorism-related offences pursuant to the Criminal Code. 
After being released on bail, he was arrested on 21 April 2019 after an 
alleged breach of his bail conditions, and has remained in custody since. 
The youth is expected to enter a guilty plea on 7 April 2020. 

Initially arrested in Montreal, QC, in January 2015 while boarding a plane 
with intentions to fly overseas and join DAESH. He was recently released 
from prison to a halfway house (with restrictions) under a statutory-
release law. His co-conspirator (and twin brother) Ashton Larmond was 
sentenced to 17 years and remains in prison. 

Charged with participating in the activity of a terrorist group and leaving 
Canada to participate in the activity of a terrorist group. He was denied 
bail on 12 December 2019, and will remain in custody until trial. 

Charged in the US with transporting a firearm and ammunition with intent 
to commit a felony and of being an alien in possession of a firearm,and 
ammunition. He allegedly videotaped himself advocating killing people, 
poisoning water supplies and derailing trains. Mathews has been denied 
bail. . 

Charged with first-degree murder and 16 counts of attempted murder in 
Alek connection with the 23 April 2018 Toronto van attack. His trial is scheduled 

MINASSIAN to commence on 6 April 2020. Minassian is not facing terrorism charges. 

Awso 
PESHDARY 

Abdulahi 
HASAN SHARIF 

Charged with participating in the activity of a terrorist group, facilitating an 
activity for a terrorist group, and two counts of conspiring to. participate or 
contribute to an activity of a terrorist group; his trial is ongoing. 

Convicted on 25 October 2019 of all 11 charges, including five counts of 
attempted murder in relation to two vehicle attacks in Edmonton which 
occurred on 20 September 2017. Sharif was no: facing terrorism charges. 
Hasan Sharif was sentenced to 28 years in prison on 13 December 2019. 
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DEFINITIONS 
**establish, *raised 4- lowered **remains 

DESCRIPTIONS 

777 

ks4EDIUM 

LANGUAGE 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorisYn 
is HIGHLY LIKELY and 
COULD OCCUR 
IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is LIKELY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR. 

LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 

.1111111111,,All-

"-V (fAt assesSes it ' ITAC assesses that 
wf.„—Ier ...11GHLY yi.q.utr,4 

vit.!)^a violent.aor of,terrottsn, 
(;) will occur,/ 1.." 

a violent act of t 
is HIGHLY UNL 

0
ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism' e 
determined by several factors including current intelligence, recent eva`hts,p 
attack frequency of terrorist groups. ITAC cautions that the information may brhcomplete and, reg 
level applied, a violent act of terrorism may occur with little or no warning. 

bevels. The setting 
well as the intent, 

HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment 
Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with information effective as of the date of 
publication. It is provided to your agency/department in confidence and may be further disseminated by your 
agency/department to those with appropriate security clearances and appropriate security systems to retain the 
information. It must not be reclassified or reused in any way, in whole or in part, without the consent of the originator. 

reat iehieis is 
abilities, and 

ss of the threat 

b." 

TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED 

MODERATE 

GENERAL IBM Capable of simple attacks 0 
•••,_ 

1,r

Any feedback should be directed via email tot .. 7 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory e n under the Access tc Information Act or 
the Privacy Act. The information or intelligence may also be protected by isloAs of the Canada Evidence Act. The 
information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as evidence wi t i r ultation with ITAC. 

Ts' Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

111111ECapable of high profile attacks against soft targets 
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THREATS TO  nt

TRANSPORTATION-

transportation 
networks, such as rail, marine and air, continue 
to be desirable targets for extremist groups. 

ITAC has reassessed the threat to rail networks 
in Canada (see TA 20/23-A). 

Extremist propaganda continues to convey 
the intent to strike transportation modes, and a 
number of acts of sabotage against domestic rail 
infrastructure have occurred. 

ITAC last assessed the terrorism threat to 
civil aviation in Canada in March 2019 (refer 
to TA 19/22-B), while the threat to maritime 
transportation systems (MTS) (refer to TA 18/120) 
was reassessed in 2018. 
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190 

Uniformed 
Personnel 

CANADIAN 
EXTREMIST 
TRAVELLERS 

There is no information to indicate the intent by CETs 
abroad, returnees or prevented travellers to target 
Canada. Currently there are approximately 190 CETs with a 

• nexus to Canada who are abroad, including in Syria, Iraq, 
Turkey, Afghanistan, Pakistan and North and East Africa, 
and 60 CETs who have returned to Canada. These numbers 
have been stable over the last four years. These individuals 
travelled to support and facilitate terrorist-related activities. 

Currently, a number of CETs are in detention in Syria. Some 
of these CETs are expressing a desire to return to Canada 
and requested assistance in leaving the conflict zone. 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

ITAC assesses the terrorism threat in Canada to be MEDIUM: 
Extremist groups and individuals in Canada and abroad have both 
the intent AND the capability to carry out an act of terrorism in this 
country. ITAC assesses an attack could occur. 

ITAC assesses the terrorism threat to uniformed personnel in Canada 
to be MEDIUM: An attack targeting uniformed personnel in Canada 
could occur. 

ITAC ASSESSMENT 
A terrorist attack in Canada could occur 

The greatest terrorism threat to Canada remains domestic 
extremists who have been inspired or incited online by 
ideologies promoted by groups such as DAESH, al-Qaida 
(AQ) or the ideologically motivated violent extremist (IMV) 
milieu. 

Extremists in Canada maintain the intent and possess 
some limited capability to conduct an act of terrorism in 
Canada. 

The transfer of knowledge between extremists continues; 
social media networks remain key to the transfer of 
knowledge among extremists and in Canada; extremists 
continue to actively participate ikA nline forums, seeking 
to enhance their capabilities. 

Some higher-threat CETs possess battlefield experience 
and maintain networks of tike-minded extremists, and 
could pose a security threat to Canada. Canada-based 
extremists who 'have been prevented from travelling 
also pose a heightened threat to the national security of 
Canada, given the possibility they could re-direct efforts 
towards domestic attack planning. 

References to Canada and uniformed personnel continue 
to be present in extremist propaganda. This has not 
resulted in attacks or more active planning in Canada. 
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IMVactorscontinuetoexpressintentto any out violent acts fthe name of their extremist 
views. On 16 January 2020. United31;etes (US) authorities arrested Patrik Mathews who, 
after illegally crossing into the U8111•August 2019. distu d attacking a gun rights rally 
in Richmond, Virginia, in the.hopet.of triggeritig a race Ape (refer to TH 20/14, TH 20/23, 
and TH 20/25). Other CanadiktMV extremists under investigation include at least one 
member of the Canadian who eftcograged fellow extremists to join the military to 
learn "the metlOyottiee&ty destroyktem:L \

-v -0 _ r, 
USE OF FROPADANDA 
AND RECRUITMENT 
MATERIAL 
The threat, of IMV extremism 
endures, 01 part due to the 
proliferation of extremist 
propaganda and recruitment 
material. Primarily shared via 
social media, recent propaganda 
and recruitment videos posted online feature a wide range of activities, including military-
style weapons training and flag burnings. Some videos depict and promote 'hate camps', 
while others, including one by The Base, appear to threaten potential targets such as 
Canadian journalists who focus on extremism. (see TH 19/137 and TH 20/11). Certain 
IMV extremist networks have criticized "keyboard warriorism" and have encouraged 
individuals to engage in violent activities. 
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EXTREMISTS SUGGEST r7,7 ,_ 
USE OF COVID-19 AS A 
WEAPON OR RETRIBUTION' S

According to SITE Intelligence. otti9 Febrifi2020 -right 
Telegram channel set up to aggregate content regarding the spread 
of the coronavirus COVID-19,ublished a list of "accelerationism 
goals" including the deliberate transmission of CDVID-19 to 
minority grou*Sefarate MEMRI reporting from 4 March 2020 
notes that a, dirt magazine included an article from a group 
of Islamic clerics based in Syria describing COVID-19 as "one 
of Allah's_soldiers" and "divinetCree geance ainst criminals. 
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TERRORISM RELATED OR 
OTHER LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 

Saad Charged with first-degree murder, including terrorist activity. for allegedly 
killing a pedestrian in Scarborough, ON, on the evening of 21 February 

AKHTAR 2021 

Kingston-based 
minor 

Carlos 
LARMOND 

Ikar 
MAO 

Patrik 
MATHEWS 

Alek 
MINASSIAN 

Awso 
PESHDARY 

Abdulahi 
HASAN SHARIF 

Charged with terrorism-related offences pursuant to the Criminal Code. 
After being released on bail, he was arrested on 21 April 2019 after an 
alleged breach of his bail conditions, and has remained in custody since. 
The youth is expected to enter a guilty plea on 7 April 2020. 

Initially arrested in Montreal, QC, in January 2015 while boarding a plane 
with intentions to fly overseas and join DAESH. He was recently released 
from prison to a halfway house (with restrictions) under a statutory-
release law. His co-conspirator (and twin brother) Ashton Larmond was 
sentenced to 17 years and remains in prison. 

Charged with participating in the activity of r0 group and leaving 
Canada to participate in the activity of a t oup. He was denied 
bail on 12 December 2019, and will remain. , - until trial. 

17
Charged in the US with transporting a fr,Calm.e7na ammunition with intent 
to commit a felony and of being an alien in possession of a firearm arid 
ammunition. He allegedly videotaped himself advocating killing people, 
poisoning water supplies and derailing trains. Mathews has been denied 
bail. 

Charged with first-degree murder and 16 counts of attempted murder in 
connection with the 23 April 2018 Toronto van attack. His trial is scheduled 
to commence on 6 April 2020. Minassian is not facing terrorism charges. 

Charged with participating in the activity of a terrorist group, facilitating an 
activity for a terrorist group, and two counts of conspiring to participate or 
contribute to an activity of a terrorist group; his trial is ongoing. 

Convicted on 25 October 2019 of all 11 charges, including five counts of 
attempted murder in relation to two vehicle attacks in Edmonton which 
occurred on 20.September 2017. Sherif was not facing terrorism charges. 
Hasan ShariOas sentenced to 28 years in prison on 13 December 2019. 
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REALIZED ATTACKS 
Since the last NTTL, a hammer attach that :77
a woman in Scarborough on 21 February 2020 ' 0

was identified as being terrorism-related. 
A note was found on the woman's body staling .77

that the attack was committed for terrorist 
reasons and the alleged attacker surrendered 

to authorities a short time after the a ack, 
claimingto be in possession of 
explosive'device (sqa-TH 20/3 
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DEFINITIONS 
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DESCRIPTIONS LANGUAGE 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY LIKELY and 
COULD OCCUR 
IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of tenons 
is LIKELY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR. 

LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses th 
a violent act of t 
is HIGHLY UNL. 

ITAC assesses it is,b 
(Amigo, that ok 
aMtt etlerrorism 

C 

Ci 
• -ITAC  assesses It is 
,4, 41GHLY UNLIKELY that 

a violent act of terrorism 
will occur, 

r. 

ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorisr4r eve/s. The setting real levels is 
determined by several factors including current intelligence, recent evitnts, well as the intent abilities, and 
attack frequency of terrorist groups. ITAC cautions that the information may tie complete and, regavess of the threat 
level applied, a violent act of terrorism may occur with little or no warning. 

HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). 
Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with information effective as of the date of publication. It is provided 
to your agency/department in confidence and may be further disseminated by your agency/department to those with the 
need to know. It must not be reused in any way, in whole or in part, without the consent of the originator. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to ITAC at 
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TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

MODERATE Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL Capable of simple attacks 0 ..":-/ Thf s.ii --Y 
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Etant donne revolution raprde de la situation,, la presente 
evaluation fourrat un instantane des faits nouveaux et en examine Ins repercussions a'court 
term° sur la menace terronste a l'echolle mondial°. 

la presence cradiffifte a retranger et les 
IIIVeaUY de la menace terronste dans dtvect ' radices et des 
avetssements silt d'evemtuelies me  ' interets 
canegtens a l'etrauger 

18 433  aSit --'''''' 

re de nouveaux attentats 
t ailleurs ,,, pendant que les 

s sur la crise de la COVID-19. 
aApellent en ligne a retablissement 

ee de la COVID-19 a des groupes 

elks }gedias constate ue la discrimination 
communautes a ues font face est a la 

52 122 2 ETA1S-UNIS Des adherent des IEV sont toes pendant 
qu'ils pfanifiaient un attentat centre un hopital du Missouri. 

4 654 Sur le forum Indymedia, des adherents a des 
IEV appellent au pillage eta la perpetration d'attentats violents 
dans un climat de mesures de restrictions imposees pour faire 
face a la COVID-19. 

AFFLIQUE 

1 057, Des mercenaires venus de zones infectees par 
la COVID-19 participent aux combats a Benghazi. 

P' CIFIQUE OCCIDENTAL 97 766

6 795 

• 

Les insurges de la Nouvelle armee populaire 
declarent qu'ils observeront un cessez-le-feu et adoptent une 
attitude defensive pendant la pandemie, 

12 946. L'interdiction des grands rassemblements pendant 
la pandemie a eu un effet dissuasif sur les elements radicaux 
opposes a la Chine au sem du mouvement de protestation. 
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9 394 

729 

2 246 

1 177, 
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Le virus pourrait se propager 
dans les camps de refugies et dans les 
secteurs d'activites des extremistes. 

Les milices houthistes profitent 
de la pandemic pour intensifier lours 
activites de recrutement. 

Le Hezbollah renforce ses 
installations medicales et sa capacite 
de raise en quarantaine en mobilisant 
du personnel medical pour latter centre 
la COVID-19. 

Arrestation pros de Haifa d'un 
homme dont le vehicule a embouti un 
centre de depistage de la COVID-19. 

Ouelque 100 000 refugies 
vulnerables fuyant le conflit en Syrie et en 
Irak sont amasses a la frontiere grecque. 
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—66 ... 1alcalie et Solo ont decrete 
l'etaTturgircii,:niais les repercussions 
de la panctenfi!ur de vastes archipels 
decentatises-sera lent sous-eva I trees. 

..72,;(1.es partisans de DAECH 
appelfent'a.,, n ligne a la perpetration 
d'attentats pendant la crise de la COVID-19. 
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de COVID19 des Canadiens 
dans le pays 
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WEÀUX DE LA MENACE 
Le CIET estime qu'un artc 
de violence terroriste es' 
TRES PROBABLE FT 
POURRAIT ETRE 
IMMINENT. 

Le CIET estime qu'un act, 
de violence terroriste eN 
PROBABLE. 

Le CIET estime qu'un ac,, 
de violence terroriste 
POURRAIT ETRE 

FAIBLE 
Le CIET estime qu'un acte 
de violence terroriste est 
POSSIBLE MATS PEU 
PROBABLE. 

TRES 
FAIBLE 

Le CIET estime qu'un 
de violence terroris 
TRES PEU PROBA 

DEFINITIONS 
_se Ndenteur 

Wo11111111MINIIs 

Le 

to 
POS 

Le (HT estime 
vale de vio'er -,:e 
teircrs:e est 
PEU PROBABLE. 

L CIE I 1 1 I 

acte de V D erre 
lei ) cal 
TRES PEU PROBABLE. 

Le CIET effectue tine analyse quantitative et qualitative pour determiner les LI la menace terror, 
facteurs interviennent dans la determination du niveau de menace dont les re ig ents disponibies, I 
&cents ainsi que l'intention des groupes terroristes, leurs moyens et la fretque des attentats 
Le CiET previent cependant que 1es informations peuvent etre incompletes et qm quel que soit le ni 
un acte de violence terroriste peut etre perpetre sans avertissemerd ou presque"." 

MISE EN GARDE Le present document est la propriete du Centre integre d'evaluation du terrortsme (CIET) eta eft 
prepare par celui-ci. ll s'appuie sur des informations qui proviennent de diverses sources et qui soot valabfes a la date de 
publication. II est fourni a votre organisme ou ministAre a titre con fidentiel et petit etre communiqué directement par votre 
organisme ou ministere aux personnes qui possedent la cote de securite necessaire et /es systemes de securite appropries 
pour conserver ces informations. tine dolt etre ni reclassifie ni &utilise, de quelque maniere que ce soit, en tout ou en partie, 
sans le consentement de l'expediteur. 

Ptusieurs 
evenements 
6mmettent. 
de menace, 

CAPACITES DES GROUPES TERRORIEriS,:) 

AVANCEES 

MODEREES 

GENERALES 
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MEE! Capacites de commettre des after" 
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Capacites de commettre des attentats cot50e.w., r77 rt ," 
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Capacites de commettre des attenta 
contre des cibles 
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Les observations doivent etre acheminees par courriel a l'adresse suivante 
Le present document pent faire 1'objet d'une exception aux termer de la Loi sur farces a ( ' information et de la Loi sur la 
protection des renseignements personnels. On pourra egalement s'opposer a Is communication des informations ou des 
renseignements qu'il contient en vertu de la Loi sur la preuve au Canada. Ces mfonnations off renseignements ne doivent etre 
ni communiques ni utilises comme preuve sans consultation prealableyu C1ET 
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Etant donne revolution rapide de la situation, la prosente 
evaluation fourrnt un instantane des fads nouveaux et en examine les repercussions a court 
terme sur la menace terrorists a l'achelle mondiale. 

la presence canadienne a retranger et les 
niveaux de la menace terronste dans divers pays dans de but de donner des indices et des 
averbsSernents ser-Oventuelles menaces dbldirgence pusaut syt to canada et Fes interets 
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urs pendant que les forces 

rise de la COVID-19. 
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nakliasconstatent discrimination 
a II s communautes asiOes font face est 
eta amt. 

52122 Des adherent des IEV soot toes 
pendant qu'ils planifiaient un attentat centre un henna' 
du Missouri. 

4 G54 Sur le forum Indymedia, des adherents 
a des IEV appellent au pillage et a la perpetration 
d'attentats violents dans un climat de mesures de 
restrictions impasses pour faire face a la COVID-19. 
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1051, Des mercenaires venus de zones infectees 
par la COVID-19 participent aux combats a Benghazi. 

PACIFIQUE OCCIDENTAL •7 766

12 946 Uinterdiction des grands rassemblements 
pendant la pandemie a eu un effet thssuasif sur les 
elements radicaux opposes a la Chine au rein du 
mouvement de protestation. 

1 149, Le virus pourrait se propager dans 
lee camps de refugies et dans les secteurs 
d'activites des extremistes. 

Les milices houthistes profitent 
de la pandemie pour intensifier leurs 
activites de recrutement. 

9 39-; Le Hezbollah renforce ses 
installations medicales et sa capacite de mi 
en quarantaine en mobilisant du personr 
medical pour latter contre la COVID-19._:,:i 

1 729 Arrestation ores de Half 
homme dont le vehicule a embouti u 
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2 216 Quelque 100 000 refs Qs 
vulnerables fuyant le conflit en Syrie et en 
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DEFINITIONS 
25t b test hausse iestbesse 4+4, derneure 

Le CIET estime qu'un 
de violence terroriste 
TRES PROBABLE ET 
POURRAIT ETRE 
IMMINENT. 

Le CIET estime qu'un act 
de violence terroriste est- 
PROBABLE. 

Le CIET estime qu'un acte 
de violence terroriste 
POURRAIT ETRE POSE 

FAIBLE 

TRES 
FAIBLE 

Le CIET estime qu'un acte 
de violence terroriste est 
POSSIBLE MACS PEU 
PROBABLE. 

Le CIET estime qu sr 
acte de vio'ence 
terroriste est 
PEU PROBABLE. 

Le CIET estime qu'un acte Le CIET estime gdun
)acte de vio,ence de violence terroriste* )acte

TRES PEU PROBAr. ,-; L TRES PEU PROBABLE. 

Le DIET effectue use analyse quantitative et qualitative pour determiner les n 
facteurs interviennent dans la determination du niveau de menace dont les re  gr enrs disponibles, , 
recents ainsi que l'intention des groupes terroristes, leurs moyens et la fAue des attentats qu't 
Le CIET previent cependant que les informations peuvent etre incompletes et qir9,,quel que wit le Hived
tin acte de violence terroriste pout etre perpetre sans avertissement on presque".' 

MISE EN GARDE Le present document est la propriete du Centre integre devaluation du terrorisme (CIET) eta ete 
prepare par celui-ci. 11 s'appuie sur des informations qui proviennent de diverses sources et qui sont valables a la date de 
publication. Le present rapport ne peut etre communiqué qu'aux personnel de votre organisme ou ministere ayant suivi les 
seances d'endoctrinement appropriees ou qu'a celles qui au sein d'organismes ou de ministeres canadiens l'ont déjà recu. ll 
ne dolt faire l'objet d'aucune mesure; ne faut pas en modifier la cote ni le diffuser dans d'autres ministeres ou organismes 
du gouvemement du Canada ni l'expurger, en tout ou en par tie, sans le consentement prealable du CIET. 
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SYRIAN KURDISH MEASURES AGAI CRISIS 
A f-8According to media and open source reporting, oar 23`  March 2020 the 

Syrian Kurdish administration announced a two-week curfew over its 
territory in northeast Syria to preveni spread of the coronavirus 
(COVID-19), restricting residents to their home,s and closing public 
spaces and non-essential businesses. Secuity checkpoints and 
patrols have been enforcing the measures, arresting hundreds for 
non-compliance. According to separate uncorroborated media 
reporting, as of 24 March 2020, the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) 
indicated that it would suspend most of its military operations in 
northeast Syria to deal with COVID-19. 

According to media, as of 26 March 2020, limited medical resources were available in Syrian Kurdish territory to 
care for patients infected with COVID-19, including few intensive care units and ventilators. There were no 
confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Syrian Kurdish territory, but there was little to no testing capability due to limited 
access to testing kits. 

SECRET 

IDP CAMPS AND PRISONS 
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CONFIRMED COVID-19 CASES 
IN SYRIA 

According to open source reporting, 
as of 2 April 2020, Syria had only 
disclosed 16 confirmed cases of 
COVID-19. In contrast, there were 
over 50,000 confirmed cases in Iran, 
over 18,000 in Turkey and nearly 
800 in Iraq. 

ASSESSMENT NOTE 
ITAC's assessment is based on and media and open source reporting. 

DEFINITIONS and HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS are located at the last page. 

3103(18/09) Canaca. 
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Prison break 

TOP SECRET// (CANADIAN EYES ONLY 

According to media and open source reporting, on 29 March 2020, several DAESH detainees briefly escaped and 
were subsequently recaptured following a riot at Ghweran prison in northeast Syria. According to uncorroborated 
open source reporting, detainees rioted due to poor treatment and conditions in the prison. 
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THREAT LEVEL *is 1-

CRITICAL 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

ITAC assesses that ITAC 
a violent act of terrorism HIGH 
is HIGHLY LIKELY aryi a vio 
COULD OCCUR IMIVIINENTO 

ITAC assesses that ITAC assesses leis 
e violent a violent act of terrorism • act ot., ...! 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR 

LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY. 

OCC 

ITAC assesses it 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. The setting of threat levels is 
determined by several factors including current intelligence, recent events. as well as the intent, capabilities. and attack 
frequency of terrorist groups. ITAC cautions that the information may be incomplete and, regardless of the threat level appiied, 
a violent act 9bfKrorisro may occur with little ,or no warning.
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Given the rapidly changing situation, 
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considers the short-term implications for the global terrorist threat. 
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Mass shooting in Nova Scotia by individual whose 
businesses had been closed due to pandemic kills at least 
22 people while impersonating a police officer. 
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1280 Improvised explosive device mailed to Hong Kong 
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This assessment continues ITAC's 
snapshot review of recent developments and considers the short-term implications 
for the global terrorist threat (see TA20/32). 
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to drive foreigne out of the country as a 
preventative health measure. 
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DEFINITIONS 
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LANGUAGE 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terroris)ifi 
is HIGHLY LIKELY and 
COULD OCCUR 
IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is LIKELY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR. 

LOW 

, MMIL.7.1111.1111 

ITA 

act

ITAC assesses that ITAC assesses it is - a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE UNLIKELY that a violetit-

BUT UNLIKELY. act of terrorism Alp occur.

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses th .1.27 4.TAC assests it is 

a violent act of tehorisga) vid / en terrorism 
-41IGHLYti7LIKELY that 

is HIGHLY UNL14SELO will occur, 

ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism r evels. The setting 
determined by several factors including current intelligence, recent ev Ats,tric well as the intent, 
attack frequency of terrorist groups. ITAC cautions that the information may bediycomplete and, regal 
level applied, a violent act of terrorism may occur with little cr no warning. 

HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment 
Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with information effective as of the date of 
publication. It is provided to your agency/department in confidence and may be further disseminated by your 
agency/department to those with appropriate security clearances arid appropriate security systems to retain the 
information. It must not be reclassified or reused in any way, in whole or in part, without the consent of the originator. 

threat levers ,s 
pabilities, and 

s of the threat 

TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED 

MODERATE 

GENERAL 

Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

1111111 Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

Capable of simple attacks 0 *  co
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•-•, r)Any feedback should be directed via email to: e, , 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory eOption under the Access to Information Act or 
the Privacy Act. The information or intelligence may also be protected byike provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The 
information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultatio,c4vitO4C,', 
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Anarchists Worldwide calls for 
ideologically-motivated violent extremist (IMV) 
attacks on 'International Sabotage Day' on 30 
April 2020; two individuals arrested in Quebec 
for a series of arson attacks on the same day 
targeting telecommunication infrastructure. 

WESTERN PACIFIC 
161 872 '" 

MIDDLE EAST 274. 
138 

Attacks in Iraq surge during Ramadan as DAESH 
campaign takes advantage of Iraqi government focus on 
enforcing pandemic restrictions; 

224 Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula official urges 
supporters to increase their attacks during Ramadan amid 
the spread of the pandemic. (i `'-- 

. 
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SOUTHEAST ASIA 

6 949 DAESH-aligned social media 
calls for the death of politicians and soldiers 
implementing ban on attending mosques; DAESH-
Philippines kills two soldiers in Maguindanao 
implementing COVID-19 quarantine restrictions. 

12 833 Turkestan Islamic Party claims pandemic 
is divine retribution for China's treatment of Uighurs 
and calls for destruction of "atheist Chinese". 

5 541 Despite pandemic-related ceasefire, 
Barisan Revolusi Nasional conducts attack killing two 
soldiers manning a COVID-19 checkpoint 
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DESCRIPTIONS 

DEFINITIONS 
oSt&ibtftlqe. fraiSeil lo drod 4.1, remains 

LANGUAGE 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terroris 
is HIGHLY LIKELY and 
COULD OCCUR 
IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is LIKELY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR. 

ITAG assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

• 

IT,,k' assesses it is 
UNLIKELY that a vI6lekit 
act of terrorism vilfl ()CEO-

.•••,Th

ITAC assesses that ITAC assesses it is 

VERY LOW a violent act of teu(ri 
is HIGHLY 

iso) HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
UNL a violent act of terrorism 

occur, 

t eITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorisrnlie vets. The setting neat levels is 
determined by several factors including current intelligence, recent eyef,ts, ell as the intent, abilities, and 
attack frequency of terrorist groups. ITAC cautions that the information may bp*complete and, regawbss of the threat 
level applied, a violent act of terrorism may occur with little or no warning. ''''-' 

HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). 
Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with information effective as of the date of publication. This report may only 
be shared with appropriately indoctrinated recipients in your agency/department or within those Canadian agencies/departments 
identified as having already received this record. No action can be taken on this report, including its further dissemination to other 
Government of Canada organizations, reclassification or sanitization, either in whole or in part, without the prior consent of ITAC. 

TOP SECRET/i 

TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

MODERATE ME Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL NM  Capable of simple attacks ( 
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This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory e bon under the Acdesi to Information Act or 
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information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as evidence withobt prior consultation with ITAC. 
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INCIDENT CRITIQUE 
SECRETh OY NS CANADI 

Thailande Un vehicule piege explose a l'exterieur NI de 
rencontre sur la COVID-19 

REUNION SUR LA LUTTE CONTRE 
PANDEMIE DE COVID-19 

Le 16 mars 2020, les median ont rapporte 
qu'un vehicule piege avait explose a l'exterieur 
du centre administratif des provinces du sud:Api , 
Ia Thallande situe dans la ville meridionale de 
Yala, ce qui a fait 25 blesses. Dans le cadre de 
cet attentat, une personne a gare un vehicule 
piege pres de I'immeuble gouvernemental. Elle 
s'est servie d'un premier explosif pour attirer 
les premiers repondants hors de I'immeuble, 
apres quoi elle s'est enfuie sur une 
motocyclette conduite par un complice. Dix 
minutes plus tard, le deuxieme explosif, c'est-
a-dire le vehicule piege, a explose et blesse 
plusieurs journalistes, policiers, soldats et 
representants locaux. Au moment de ('attentat, 
le secretaire general du centre tenait une 
reunion sur Ia COVID-19 avec des 
gouverneurs provinciaux et des autorites 
sanitaires. 

NOTA 
La presente evaluation repose sur 

NT 

5 930 
RCCE THAILANDE 

CANADA 

MALA1SIE 
Kuala Lumpur 

2020 03 16 

Les DEFINITIONS et la MISE EN GARDE se trouvent a la derniere page. Canada 
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LE BRN ENTAME DES NEGOCIA4t1B k? BC„LA THAiLVRE 

Au debut de mars 2020, les medias ont rappiorte que deS re'presentants de la ThaIlande et le BRN avaient entame 
des negociations de paix apres avoir tenu des pourparters secrets a la fin de 2019. Auparavant, les medias ont 
laisse entendre que I'aile militaire du BRN avait ett4xolue des negociations qui avaient eu lieu entre des 
representants de la ThaIlande et le groupe Mara Pattani. Lesi  2 et 3 ritikcis,2020, it y a eu une deuxieme ronde de 
negociations a Kuala Lumpur, en Malaisie, lesquelles ont ete jugees «iconttructives ». 

INTERETS CANADIENS 

Selon le Registre consulaire des Canadiens a I'etranger du gouvernement du Canada (RCCE), le 13 mars 2020, it 
y avait 5 930 Canadiens inscrits en Thailande. Toutefois, leur nombre est sans doute plus eleve. La Canada a une 
ambassade a Bangkok. 

Se,
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PRESQUE 
CERTAIN 

95% 

TRES 
PROBABLE 

85s 

PROPARLE 

60% 
N,>,> • 

40% 
-39% 

14% 
TRES PEU 

PROBABLE 

FIME 

NIVEAUX DE LA MENACE •«. 

I— CRITIQUE 

ELEVE 

MODERE 

Le CIET estime qu'un acte 
de violence terroriste est 
TRES PROBABLE F. r 
POURRAIT ETRE IMMINENT.

Le CI ET estime qu'un acte 
de violence terroriste est 
cyritIAEL 

Le CIET estime qiinn acte 
de violence terroriste 
POURRAIT ETRE POSE. 

FAIBLE 
Le CIET estime qu'un acte 
de violence terroriste est 
POSSIBLE MACS 
PEU PROBABLE. 

TRES 
FAIBLE 

Le CIET estime qu'un acte 
de violence terroriste est 
TRES PEU PROBABLE. 

Le 
act 
ter 

Le 
act 
ter 
PRI 

Le CIETAMMEr 
acte de violence 
terrorists est 
POSSIBLE. :.

Le CIET estime qu'un 
acte de violence 
terroriste est 
PEU PROBABLE. 

Le CIET estime qu'un 
acte de violence 
terroriste est 
TRES PEU PROBABLE. 

Le CIET effectue une analyse quantitative et qualitative pour determiner les niveaux de la menact. 
facteurS interviennent dans to determination du niveau de menace dont les renseignements disponibles, les evenernents 
recents ainpikie intention des groupes terroristes, leurs capacites et la freouence des attentats commettent. 
Le CIET previ00 ndadp0,6es informations peuvent etre incompletes et quo, quei due soil le niveau de menace, 
un acte de vioienc (Olt

C 

&•  tt/K perpetre sans avertissement presque. 

IC /VS 0 '9,9 

IY 
-"Cc 

CAPACITES DES GROUPES TERRORISTES 
AVANCEES 

MODEREES 

GENERALES 

Capacites de commettre des attentats complexes, y compris contre des cibles difficiles. 

Capacites de commettre des attentats tres mediatises contre des cibles faciles. 

Capacites de commettre des attentats simples 

MISE EN GARDE 

Le present document est la propriete, dtvq,entre integre devaluation du terrorisme (CIET) et a ete prepare par celui-ci. II s'appuie sur des 
informations qui proviennent de diverselesources et qui sont valables a la date de publication. Le present rapport ne peut etre communiqué 
qu'aux personnes de votre organisme ou ministere ayant suivi les seances d'endoctrinement appropriees ou qu'a celles qui au sein 
d'organismes ou de ministeres canadiens l'ont déjà rept'. II ne doit faire ('objet d'aucune mesure; it ne faut pas en modifier la cote ni le 
diffuser dans d'autres ministeres ou organismes du gouvernement du Canada ni I'expurger, en tout ou en partie, sans le consentement 
prealable du CIET. 

Les observations doivent etre acheminees par courriel ( a l'adresse suivante 

Le present document peut faire ('objet dune exception aux termes de la Loi sur recces a !'information et de la Loi sur la protection des 
renseignements personnels. On pourra egalement s'opposer a la communication des informations ou des renseignements qu'il contient en vertu 
de la Loi sur la preuve au Canada. Ces informations ou renseignements ne doivent etre ni communiqués ni utilises comme preuve sans 
consultation prealable du CIET. 
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t-IN ASSIIFIEDIIF9R OFR LY 

United States: Alleged VBIED plan to attack hospital during 
COVID-19 pandemic 

According to media reporting, on 24 March 2020, authorities attempted to arrest Timothy Wilson in Missouri in 
connection to a long-running domestic terrorism investigation. According to law enforcement officials, Wilson was a 
potentially violent extremist, motivated by religious, racial and anti-government beliefs. Wilson had been under 
investigation since September 2019 when he considered attacking multiple targets; including a school with a large 
number of black students, as well as a mosque and a synagogue. Media reporting indicates that Wilson decided to 
accelerate his plan, and felt "compelled" to act following a COVID-19 stay-at-home order was issued for residents. 
Open source reporting indicates he chose a Kansas City-area hospital providing critical care during the current 
COVID-19 pandemic in an attempt to "cause severe harm and mass causalities". Wilson planned to use a vehicle-
borne improvised explosive device (VBIED) and had taken the necessary steps to acquire materials needed to 
build the device. Authorities indicated 'that they were prepared to arrest Wilson when he tried to pick up what he 
thought was the VBIED, but "there was no actual bomb": During the incident, Wilson, who was armed, was injured 
and transported to a hospital where he later'. 

Ideologically motivated*y*linl emism p 
According to SITE Intelligente, tMV gpatdps and individuals have been using encrypted platforms such as Telegram 
and Gab, along with mainstream pletfOrens like Facebook and Twitter, to promote conspiracy theories, 
disinformation and calls for attacks in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Noting the contagious nature of COVID-19, IMV extremists are devising ways to use the virus as a biological 
weapon, often targeting the Jewish and Muslim communities. For example, a post from 22 March 2020 encouraged 
others to "cough on your local synagogues door handle". Another post echoed this and demanded that anyone 
diagnosed with the virus "travel to more ethnic parts of your town; including mosques and synagogues". 

SITE Intelligence further notes that IMV extremists are proposing an array of conspiracy theories, mainly focusing 
on anti-Semitism or xenophobia against people from China, pondering the role of the Chinese government or the 
"Jewish global elite" in the pandemic. 

fri 

Further, extremists have taken the current global instability as an opportunity to spread false information and "fully 
embrace accelerationism". These extremists have encouraged other like-minded individuals to "prioritize the panic" 
through fabricated stories of fights over limited resources to creating fake World Health Organization infographics. 

ASS EI)Sq 

1 

ASSESSMENT NOTE :This report is based on media, open s reporting. 

i0hq end HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS are located at the last page. Canada 
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CRITICAL 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY LIKELY 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTO 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is Liki:LY 

ITAC asse's'ses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR 

LOW 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY. 

ITAC asses 
HIGHLY LI 
a violere'' 
will ocr..46., 

ITAC assesses it 
LIKELY tttat a violent 
act of terroil 
occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. The setting of threat levels 
determined by several factors including current intelligence, recent events, as well as the intent, capabilities. and attack 
frequency of terrorist groups. ITAC cautions that the information may be incomplete and, regardless of the threat level applied, 
a violent act opAcronsra may occur with little or no warning. 
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TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

MODERATE Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL   Capable of simple attacks 

This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived 
from various sources with information effective as of the date of publication. It is provided to your agency/department in 
confidence and may be further disseminated by your agency/department to those with the need to know. It must not be 
reused in any way, in whole or in part, without the consent of the originator. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to ITAC at 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act 
or the Privacy Act. The information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. 
The information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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IMV extremists response to COVID-19 pandemic 
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CANADA 4.• s Uniformed 
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According to a body of SITE Intelligence, since mid-March 2020, ideologically motivated violent (IMV) extremists 
have exploited the COVID-19 pandemic through propaganda and online posts to promote their ideologies, recruit 
members, spread disinformation and perpetuate conspiracy theories. While IMV extremists are exploiting the 
pandemic, they have also been forced to change tar9ets and cancel physical meetings due to lockdown measures. 

PROMOTE IDEOLOGYANOR RUIT: 

Propaganda 
IMV extremists continue to promote xenophobic propaganda targeting racial and religious minorities during the 
pandemic. Noting the contagious nature of COVID-19, IMV eXtremists are encouraging followers to spread the 
virus like a biological weapon through coughing, sneezing and close contact with Jewish and Muslim communities. 
Several online posts from late March 2020, encouraged supporters to "dough on your local synagogues door 
handles," while another demanded that anyone diagnosed with the virus "travel to more ethnic parts of your town; 
including mosques and synagogues." Extremists also urged supporters to "exploit" anti-Chinese sentiments 
associated with pandemic, suggesting the desecration of Chinese flags and reinforcing the "Chinese virus" 
vocabulary used by some to refer to COVID-19. 

Conspiracy theories, disinformation, and accelerationism 
IMV extremists are using the pandemic to propose or reaffirm an array of conspiracy theories, primarily focusing on 
anti-Semitism or xenophobia against people from China. Some theories ponder the role of the Chinese government 
or the "Jewish global elite" in the pandemic, while others insist that the Chinese deliberately spread the virus to 
compromise 'Western" states. In mid-March 2020, images were posted claiming COVID-19 was a virus developed 
by "elites" to "tag their property (people)" with radio-frequency identification chips like those used in animals. 
Finally, a late-April, 2020 message to a neo-Nazi Telegram channel claimed the pandemic was a hoax and that "if 
[white men] actually Stood up, a white supremacist order would rise." 

While conspiracy theories about COVID-19 are flourishing online, some in the IMV extremist milieu are 
iscouraging supporters from denouncing the COVID-19 pandemic as a hoax or conspiracy. In mid-March 2020, a 
eciiNazimedia group encouraged subscribers to spread disinformation about social unrest during the pandemic to 

/rpr9MOtelhe panic"' thereby furthering instabilities in social order. An early April 2020 post claimed advantage in 
letting the pandemic escalate public anxieties: "the panic and chaos it creates" will accelerate the demise of the 
current social order. It further stated that the resulting instability had the potential to bring IMV extremist ideas into 
the mainstream. 

Of 

DEFINITIONS and HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS are located at the last page. Canada 
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Some of these extremists are taking it even further and encouraging the spreading of false information to "fully 
embrace accelerationism." These extremists have encouraged others to "prioritize the panic" through fabricated 
stories of fights over limited resources or creating fake World Health Organization infographics to accelerate the 
conditions for social change. 

Recruitment 
In mid-April 2020, a message in a chat group for supporters of the Sweden-based neo-Nazi Nordic Resistance 
Movement (NRM) encouraged members to circulate the English language version of NRM's website as broadly as 
possible in response to a perceived increase in the amount of time spent online caused by COVID-19 pandemic 
lockdowns. NRM's website contains communiques and articles documenting group activities, podcasts hosted by 
group leaders, and links to a donation page and NRM merchandise store. 

CHANGE IN ACTIONS: 

Secondary targets 
Open source information indicates that some IMV extremists are 
discussing the possibility of targeting individuals and groups that 
are not racial and religious minorities or symbols of government. 
For example, in early April 2020, a neo-Nazi Telegram channel 
encouraged followers to target medical employees in a campaign 
to damage and disable their vehicles. This shift is consistent with 
the recent actions of Timothy Wilson (see text box). 

In late March 2020, a French-language poster, which resembled 
one used by the French government, was uploaded to an 
anarchist blog. The poster encouraged anarchists to "help" 
eradicate COVID-19 by engaging in arson attacks, wounding 
police officers and looting supermarkets. TheiblOwwas created in 
response to the pandemic to "subvery e current social order." 

In mid-March 2020, a neo-Nazi Telegram channel shared an 
infographic explaining how to make chemical weapons by mixing 
household ingredients. An accompanying statement urged followers to release the resulting toxic gases in busy 
grocery stores, causing customers to mimic the symptoms of COVID-19 and overload the health care system. The 
ultimate goal would be to spark "system collapse" and block access to care for religious and racial minorities. 

ALLEGED VBIED PLAN TO ATTACK 
HOSPITAL 

According to media reporting, Timothy 
Wilson was a potentially violent extremist 
motivated by religious, racist, and anti-
government beliefs who had considered 
attacking ethnic and religious minorities. 
In late March 2020, Wilson felt 
"compelled" to act following a stay-at-
home order issued for Missouri 
residences. He accelerated his plan and 
targeted a hospital providing critical care 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. See 
TH 20/51. 

Cancellation of events 
In late March 2020, two neo-Nazi groups announced the cancellation of upcoming in-person events. In an article 
published on the NRM website, the group's leader Simon Lindberg announced that a demonstration scheduled for 
1 May 2020 in Uppsala, Sweden, would be postponed. Lindberg stressed that the NRM leadership arrived at this 
decision strictly out of concern for its supporters' health, not as a result of any government mandate. The National 
Socialism Movement (NSM) posted a statement on their Telegram channel announcing that their national meetings 
were postponed until July," blaming the ZOG (Zionist Occupied Government). The rally was originally scheduled to 
take place in mid-April 2020 in honour of Adolf Hitler's birthday. 

ASSESSMENT 
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Terrorism Threat Levels 
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44 

INIO MEDIUM Tiro t levels asof 4 April 2020. 

An act of terrorism COULD OCCUR. 

There is intent and capability from both domestic and international extremist actors to commit an act of 
terrorism in Canada. 

An act of terrorism affecting uniformed personnel in Canada COULD OCCUR. 

an individdger ciroup within Canada or abroad has the intent and capability to commit 
an act of terrorism in. Canada. 

0

that an act of terrorism could occur in Canada. /47w-11
ITAC assesses 

Propaganda identifying uniformed personnel as potential targets continues to be published online. 

uniformed personnel in Canada could occur. 
assesses that a violent act of terrorism affecting 
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CRITICAL 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

ITAC assesses that ITAC' 
a violent act of terrorism HIGH 
is HIGHLY LIKELY Jtvi a vio 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTLY. will, , 

ITAC assesses that ITAC
LIKELY. a violent act of terrorism 

is UM:1Y A 

ITAC assesses 
a violent act of teri4iSrn 
COULD OCCUR 

LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

ITAC assesses that 
VERY LOW a violent act of terrorism 

Cos is HIGHLY UNLIKELY 

40% 
.39, 

15%  
41,% 

—

HIGHLY 
UNLIKELY 

ITAC 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

nt 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. the setting of threat levels is 
determined by several factors including current intelligence, recent events, as well as the Intent, capabilities. and attack 
frequency of terrorist groups. /T/IC cautions that the information may he incomplete and. regardless of the threat level applied, 
a violent act cittp4rorisrn may occur with little or no warning. 
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TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

4 REMOTE r: 1 MODERATE ? Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL Capable of simple attacks 

HANDLING INSTRUCTI S

This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived 
from various sources with information effective as of the date of publication. It is provided to your agency/department in 
confidence and may be further disseminated by your agency/department to those with the need to know. It must not be 
reused in any way, in whole or in part, without the consent of the originator. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to ITAC at 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act 
or the Privacy Act. The information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. 
The information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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IMV extremists response to COVID-19 pandemic 

TERRORISM 
THREAT 
LEVELS 11 

t -Grr I nweredi Rentams 

CANADA 44 NIEDR-0,4 W W 
Uniformed 
Personnel 

According to a body of SITE Intelligence, since mid-March 2020, ideologically motivated violent (IMV) extremists 
have exploited the COVID-19 pandemic through propaganda and online posts to promote their ideologies, recruit 
members, spread disinformation and` ̀perpetuate conspiracy theories. While IMV extremists are exploiting the 
pandemic, they have also been forced to change targets and cancel physical meetings due to lockdown measures. 

PROMOTE IDEOLOGYAN6RECIWIT: 

Propaganda 
IMV extremists continue to promote kenephObic propaganda targeting racial and religious minorities during the 
pandemic. Noting the contagious nature of covID-19;mv extremists are encouraging followers to spread the 
virus like a biological weapon through coughing, sneezing and close contact with Jewish and Muslim communities. 
Several online posts from late March 2020, encouraged supporters to "cough on your local synagogues door 
handles," while another demanded that anyone diagnosed with the virus' "travel to more ethnic parts of your town; 
including mosques and synagogues." Extremists also urged supporters to "exploit" anti-Chinese sentiments 
associated with pandemic, suggesting the desecration of Chinese flags and reinforcing the "Chinese virus" 
vocabulary used by some to refer to COVID-19. 

Conspiracy theories, disinformation, and accelerationism 
IMV extremists are using the pandemic to propose or reaffirm an array of conspiracy theories, primarily focusing on 
anti-Semitism or xenophobia against people from China. Some theories ponder the role of the Chinese government 
or the "Jewish global elite" in the pandemic, while others insist that the Chinese deliberately spread the virus to 
compromise 'Western" states. In mid-March 2020, images were posted claiming COVID-19 was a virus developed 
by "elites" to "tag their property (people)" with radio-frequency identification chips like those used in animals. 
Finally, 4(late-Aprj1,2020 message to a neo-Nazi Telegram channel claimed the pandemic was a hoax and that "if 
[white merilactualtsit§tpodup, a white supremacist order would rise." 

While conspiracy The:pries ,ebppt COVID-19 are flourishing online, some in the IMV extremist milieu are 
iscouraging supporters from Oerfoupcing the COVID-19 pandemic as a hoax or conspiracy. In mid-March 2020, 

groUP encoura§edattbstribers to spread disinformation about social unrest during the pandemic 
ffdlirdr000 (66- p.anic," thereby furthering instabilities in social order. An early April 2020 post claimed advantage in 
letting the "pandemic:/escalate publiC 'anxieties; "the panic and chaos it creates" will accelerate the demise of the 
current social order: it further stated that the resulting instability had the potential to bring IMV extremist ideas into 
the mainstream. 

ASSESSMENT NOTE : This report is based on reporting. 

DEFINITIONS and HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS are located at the last page. Canadg 
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Some of these extremists are taking it even further and encouraging the spreading of false information to "fully 
embrace accelerationism." These extremists have encouraged others to "prioritize the panic" through fabricated 
stories of fights over limited resources or creating fake World Health Organization infographics to accelerate the 
conditions for social change. 

Recruitment 
In mid-April 2020, a message in a chat group for supporters of the Sweden-based neo-Nazi Nordic Resistance 
Movement (NRM) encouraged members to circulate the English language version of NRM's website as broadly as 
possible in response to a perceived increase in the amount of time spent online caused by COVID-19 pandemic 
lockdowns. NRM's website contains communiques and articles documenting group activities, podcasts hosted by 
group leaders, and links to a donation page and NRM merchandise store. 

CHANGE IN ACTIONS: 

Secondary targets 
Open source information indicates that some IMV extremists are 
discussing the possibility of targeting individuals and groups that 
are not racial and religious minorities or symbols of government. 
For example, in early April 2020, a neo-Nazi Telegram channel 
encouraged followers to target medical employees in a campaign 
to damage and disable their vehicles. This shift is consistent with 
the recent actions of Timothy Wilson (see text box). 

In late March 2020, a French-language poster, which resembled 
one used by the French government, was uploaded to an 
anarchist blog. The poster encouraged anarchists to "help" 
eradicate COVID-19 by engaging 
police officers and looting supermark s. The blog was created in 
response to the pandemic to "subvettithe current social order." 

rson attacks, wounding 

ALLEGED VBIED PLAN TO ATTACK 
HOSPITAL 

According to media reporting, Timothy 
Wilson was a potentially violent extremist 
motivated by religious, racist, and anti-
government beliefs who had considered 
attacking ethnic and religious minorities. 
In late March 2020, Wilson felt 
"compelled" to act following a stay-at-
home order issued for Missouri 
residences. He accelerated his plan and 
targeted a hospital providing critical care 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. See 
TH 20/51. 

In mid-March 2020, a neo-Nazi Telegram channel shared an 
infographic explaining how to make chemical weapons by mixing 
household ingredients. An accompanying statement urged followers to release the resulting toxic gases in busy 
grocery stores, causing customers to mimic the symptoms of COVID-19 and overload the health care system. The 
ultimate goal would be to spark "system collapse" and block access to care for religious and racial minorities. 

Cancellation of events 
In late March 2020, two neo-Nazi groups announced the cancellation of upcoming in-person events. In an article 
published on the NRM website, the group's leader Simon Lindberg announced that a demonstration scheduled for 
1 May 2020 in Uppsala, Sweden, would be postponed. Lindberg stressed that the NRM leadership arrived at this 
decision strictly out of concern for its supporters' health, not as a result of any government mandate. The National 
Socialism Movement (NSM) posted a statement on their Telegram channel announcing that their national meetings 
were postponed until July," blaming the ZOG (Zionist Occupied Government). The rally was originally scheduled to 
take place in mid-April 2020 in honour of Adolf Hitler's birthday. 

ASSESSMENT 
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An act of terrorism COULD OCCUR. 
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Threat levels as of 4 April2020. 

There is intent and capability from both domestic and international extremist actors to commit an act of 
terrorism in Canada. 

An act of terrorism of eeting uniformed personnel in Canada COULD OCCUR. 

• an individual or graPwiihin Canada or abroad has the intent and capability to commit 
an act of terrorism in Canada. 

ITAC assesses 

• Propaganda identifying uniformed personnel as potential targets continues to be published online. 

ITAC assesses that a violent act of terrorism affecting 

that an act of terrorism could occur in Canada. 

uniformed personnel in Canada could occur. 
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CRITICAL 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGFILYVK4LY 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorise
is _, ;t;1"f.Y 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD oCCUR 

LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY. 

ITAC`; 
HIGH 
a viole 

• 

ITAC 
LIKELY tit
act of 
occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. The setting of threat levels rs 
determined by several factors including current intelligence, recent events, as well as the intent, capabilities, and attack 
frequency of terrorist groups. ITAC cautions that the information may be incomplete and. regardless of the threat level applied. 
a violent act   rorism may occur with little or no warning. rr
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ss 
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TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 

'1

ADVANCED Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

MODERATE Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 4'. REMOTE 

0% GENERAL ,.,„;1 Ti Capable of simple attacks 

ACC T OF 
~ UA,„ 

HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 'vti&••• 

This document is thegoperty of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC. it is derived from various sources with 
information effective'at tofthe date of publication. It is provided to your agency/department in confidence and may be further disseminated by 
your agency/departnttpt to those with appropriate security clearances and appropriate security systems to retain the information. It must not be 
reclassified or reused in any way, in whole or in part, without the consent of the originator. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to.

This document constitutes a record,whi,ch may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The 
information or intelligence may also 0 pirotected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be 
disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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This document is for the information of the Deputy Ministers' Operations Committee members. The information and infe~tzgence'eoiltaived herein 
must not be disclosed, used as part of an investigation or used as evidence without prior consultation with the Canadian Security. Intelligence 
Service. 

Le present document est transmis a titre indicatif aux membres du Comite des sous-ministres charges de la coordination des operations. Les 
informations et renseignements qu'il contient ne doivent etre ni communiqués ni utilises dans le cadre d'une enquete ou comme element de preuve 
sans consultation prealable du Service canadien du renseignement de securite. 

Canadian Conspiracy Publication Used to Promote Alternative 
COVID-19 Narrative 

According to recent media reporting, UChinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) official has 
attempted to justiByhisTreviotts statements that suggested the COVID-19 virus originated in the 
United States by citiugUiformation,from the Global Research (https://www.globalresearch.ca), a 
website managed by a-euttadiUn academic, This academic is the founder of the Centre for 
Research on Globalization (CRG). 

Chinese Actors Cite Canadian Publication to Support Narrative that COVID-19 Originated in 
the United States 

On March 13, 2020, Zhao Lijian, a spokesperson for China's MFA, sought to substantiate his 
previous statements on Twitter that the US military may have been responsible for bringing the 
COVID-19 virus to Wuhan, China by tweeting an article from the Centre for Research on 
GlobUriz4tion'S"Qobal Research website. The article, authored by Research Associate Peter 
Koenig,,prom*s,Several ,conspiracy theories suggesting that the virus originated in a US 
biological wartge,1ab'undthatthe pandemic is not real and is actually a cover operation by the 

eWorld Ordee'tOimplemenia long-planned initiative, called Agenda ID 2020, to use 
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generalized vaccination as a platform for population reduction and the creation of a digital 
control system incorporating biometric information. 

In an article reporting Zhao's tweets, a Globe and Mail reporter noted that the NATO Strategic 
Communications Centre of Excellence had advised the media of tin 2017 tirdi Global 
Research was under investigation for promoting the online spread of narratives backed by the 
Kremlin and the Syrian regime. 

- (A 

In addition to Zhao's tweets, a Facebook group 
is also amplifying the US-origin narrative. The same Global 

Research article tweeted by Zhao has been posted to the group on numerous occasions since its 
publication, including one post shared by the Canadian administrator. 
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Media reporting 
also indicates that Chinese officials in Tokyo have been directed to refer to it as the "Japartele 
coronavirus." ,)0 /t/ 

" 110 
In addition to Chinese efforts, media reporting, citing an unknown document produced by the-N, 
European Union's External Action Service, suggests that Russian state media and pro-Kremlin 
outlets have engaged in a significant disinformation campaign to advance contradictory, 
confusing and malicious information — including the US-origin narrative — likely with the intent 
to make it harder for EU members to communicate effectively with their populations on their 
public health responses. 

the article recently published 
by Global Research is being exploited as part of a growing alternative narrative that seeks to 
create doubt that the COVID-19 pandemic origniated in China. 

V 
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CAVEAT 
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THIS INFORMATION IS SHARED WITH YOUR ORGANIZATION FOR INTELLIGENCE 
PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT BE USED IN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. THIS DOCUMENT 
MAY NOT BE RECLASSIFIED, DISSEMINATED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART 
WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF CSIS. THIS DOCUMENT CONSTITUTES A 
RECORD WHICH MAY BE SUBJECT TO EXEMPTIONS UNDER THE FEDERAL ACCESS TO 
INFORMATION ACT OR PRIVACY ACT OR UNDER APPLICABLE PROVINCIAL OR 
TERRITORIAL LEGISLATION. IF A REQUEST FOR ACCESS UNDER THESE ACTS IS MADE, 
THE RECEIVING AGENCY MUST CONSULT CSIS IN RELATION TO APPLYING THE 
AVAILABLE EXEMPTIONS. FURTHER, CSIS MAY TAKE ALL NECESSARY STEPS UNDER 
SECTION 38 OF THE CANADA EVIDENCE ACT OR OTHER LEGISLATION TO PROTECT 
THIS INFORMATION. IF YOU LEARN THAT THIS INFORMATION HAS OR MAY BE 
DISCLOSED, THAT THESE CAVEATS HAVE NOT BEEN RESPECTED OR IF YOU ARE 
UNABLE TO ABIDE BYJ ESE CAVEATS, INFORM CSIS IMMEDIATELY. 

MISES EN GARDE 

LES PRESENTES INFORMATIONS SONT COMMUNIQUEES UNIQUEMENT A DES FINS DE 
RENSEIGNEMENT ET NE PEUVENT ETRE UTILISEES DANS LE CADRE D'INSTANCES 
JUDICIAIRES. IL NE TAUT PAS MODIFIER LA COTE DU PRESENT DOCUMENT NI LE 
COMMUNIQUER, EN TOUT OU EN PARTIE, SANS LE CONSENTEMENT ECRIT DU 
SERVICE CANADIEN DU RENSEIGNEMENT DE SECURITE (SCRS). IL PEUT FAIRE 
L'OBJET D'UNE EXCEPTION PREVUE PAR LA LOI SUR L'ACCES A L'INFORMATION, LA 
LOI SUR LA PROTECTION DES RENSEIGNEMENTS PERSONNELS OU TOUTE LOI 
PROVINCIALE OU TERRITORIALE APPLICABLE. SI VOUS RECEVEZ UNE DEMANDE 
D'ACCES PRESENTEE SOUS LE REGIME DE CES LOIS, VEUILLEZ CONSULTER LE SCRS 
RELATIVEMENT A L'APPLICATION DES EXCEPTIONS PREVUES. EN OUTRE, LE SCRS 
PRENDRA TOUTES LES MESURES NECESSAIRES PRESCRITES PAR L'ARTICLE 38 DE LA 
LOI SUR LA PREUVE AU CANADA OU PAR TOUTE AUTRE MESURE LEGISLATIVE POUR 
PROTEGER LES PRESENTES INFORMATIONS. SI VOUS APPRENEZ QUE CES 
INFORMATIONS ONT ETE OU POURRAIENT ETRE COMMUNIQUEES OU QUE LES 
PRESENTES MISES EN GARDE N'ONT PAS ETE RESPECTEES, OU SI VOUS NE POUVEZ 
PAS VOUS Y CONFORMER, VEUILLEZ EN INFORMER LE SCRS IMMEDIATEMENT. 
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This document is for the information of the Deputy Ministers' Operations Committee members, Clerk of the Privy Council, Deputy Clerk of the 
Privy Council, Deputy Minister of Canadian Heritage, Deputy Minister of Health Canada, and Deputy Minister of the Public Health Agency of 
Canada. The information and intelligence contained herein must not be disclosed, used as part of an investigation or used as evidence without prior 
consultation with the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. 

Le present document est transmis a titre indicatif aux membres du Comite des sous-ministres charges de la coordination des operations, Greffier du 
Conseil prive, Sous-greffiere du Conseil prive, Sous-ministre de Sante Canada, Sous-ministre du Patrimoine Canadien, Sous-ministre de l'Agence 
de la sante publique du Canada. Les informations et renseignements qu'il contient ne doivent etre ni communiques ni utilises dans le cadre d'une 
enquote ou comme clement de prcuve sans consultation prealable du Service canadien du renseignement de socurite. 

Key Assessments 

• 

• 

• Individuals online promoting extreme 
neo-Nazi, White supremacist and anti-

pgovernment/law enforcement ideas view 
rrOL/7 4pja. 
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COVID-19 as both a threat to their way of life and an opportunity to create and capitalize on 
conspiracy theories and hateful propaganda. Promotion of concepts stiO, as prepping and 
accelerationism regularly include references to the need for violence in order to bring about 
the collapse of society. 

IMV extremists, however, have long posted volumes of online conspiracy-laden, racist, bigoted, 
and misogynist content and propaganda targeting Jews, minority groups, the government, 
liberals, etc. while aspiring to a future which would fulfil their personalized, grievance-driven 
worldview. Situations of crisis (perceived or real) in society only serve to increase the volume of 
such material online. Acc to Eric Ward, executive director of the Western States Center 
"We are seeing a huge uptick" d ch rhetoric "A lot of it is happening on YouTube platforms 
and videos and others, at a timd iere much of the country is sheltering in place or practicing 
social distancing. Ironicallyq will serve ve these individuals much more access [to an 
audience] than they wo ave." v/I 

4 O 

The End of the World as We Know it - Apocalyptic Nan,atiy 

Apocalyptic narratives — whether of societal collapse, biblical raa e, or race war — are the 
primary manner by which neo-Nazis, White supremacists and ethno-nationalists draw in new 
followers and resources. The COVID-19 pandemic provides the opportunity for many within 
these milieus to espouse their worldviews, promote extreme actions (including violence), and, in 
some cases, exploit them for financial gain such as selling bogus cures or preventative 
"medicines." 

Ac elerationism is the belief that Western governments are irreparably corrupt and that 
ml alist, and democracy will fail. As a result, there will eventually be an outbreak of 
violence, nd racial lines - often referred to as "the coming race war" (a concept 
outlirtedVi4g, 619- er Diaries). Accelerationists often encourage violence to escalate 

PA;b  t rtage in mass politics as pointless. 
f soc eat y ifyrv eQ$4erationists reject any effort to seize political power through 

7/'C) ctc/N70 4y, iss'ng 

4 Sr 
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As with accelerationists, "Preppers" also believe in the 
imminent collapse of society (See text box at right) and 
COVID-19 is justification that their beliefs are well-founded. 
Preppers often hold a range of extreme anti-government, 
racially motivated views and promote a range of hateful 
commentary online. More recent mainstream media coverage 
of this milieu has added credibility but overlooks some of 
their more extreme views. 

Conspiracy Theories 

IMV extremists and others are u g i the COVID-19 
pandemic as an opportunity to promote disinformation and 
alternative narratives regarding both the cause of the 
pandemic and potential societal outcomes. Blame for the, 
pandemic focuses primarily on Jews, China (see image at 
right recently located in Port Credit, Ontario), immigrants, 
the government and societal elites. A key theme in the 
United States, and to a lesser degree Canada, is the 
perception that the government will use the pandemic as an 
opportunity to enact the Emergency Measures Act (in 
Canada), or martial law in the United States (including the 
call-up of the national guard) as a precursor to reducing, if 
not eliminating, citizens gun rights (See image at right of a 
recent Canadian post). 

1 
V 

C 

SECRET//CEO 

4 

What is Prepping? 

Prepping is the process of 
preparing oneself to survive 
without a complex infrastructure, 
as seen in modern society. The 
term "prepping" often refers to 
the act of preparing oneself for 
life during and after an 
apocalyptic event (often referred 
to as living off the land). 

COVID-19 COMES 
FROM CHIN► 

Multi-culturalism. 

KILLS 

All III % Justin Trudeau lust announced that he and his cabinet will be 

looking to invoke the EMERGENCY MEASURES ACT!!! That means 
Marshall Law!!! Get ready, The war is about to begin!!! Give me a roll call! 
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Common co it 'Cories 
promoted in the online IMV extremist space include: 

• COVID-19 is a "bioweapon" sent from China in order to destabilize the Trump 
administration; S 

• the
broader Agenda 21 conspiracy theory that the UN is attempting to subvert national 
sovereignty in order to establish a new world order (international globalization) ); 

• COVID-19 is fake and the current fatalities are caused by radiation poisoning from 
5G wireless technology; 

• QANON (Q Anonymous) assert that COVID-19 is fake and is being used by 
President Trump to covertly prepare for the coming of martial law in the United 
States and the mass arrests of members of the "deep state" and their supporters; 

• COVID-19 is fake and was created by an international consortium of Jews in order to 
enhance their long-term profits. 

The impact of COVID-19-ratit conIpiracy theories has contributed to at least one Canadian 
death to date. On March 17, 2 TorOnto-based activist involved with numerous social 
justice, environmental and Indige (c,Usissues self-imwlated before stabbing himself repeatedly. 
According to friends,, iisit believed that the COVID-19 shutdown was an establishment 
conspiracy plot, osteli tiOv Canadians of their rights and freedoms. 

Other Calls to Action /14 &Zs 
Media reporting suggests that "right-wing extremists" are contemplatnig the use of COVID-19 as 
a biological weapon. 

1/,q 
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What About Anarchists? 

SECRET//CEO 

In Germany, however, media reporting indicates that "left-wing" extremists are urging 
Germans to use COVID-19 as an excuse to riot, loot, and to attack Germany's energy supply 
infrastructure. According to one anonymous individual: "Should the situation worsen, we will try 
to make our revolutionary contribution to the outbreaks of anger, protests, looting and riots... 
However, impatient people might feel a strong desire to make an immediate contribution to the 
shake-up of the production cycle and want to strike a blow that interrupts their energy supply." 

Implications 

CSIS continues to 

C 

o 
irit~tation. 
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THIS INFORMATION IS SHARED WITH YOUR ORGANIZATION FOR INTELLIGENCE 
PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT BE USED IN LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. THIS DOCUMENT 
MAY NOT BE RECLASSIFIED, DISSEMINATED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART 
WITHOUT THE WRITTEN PERMISSION OF CSIS. THIS DOCUMENT CONSTITUTES A 
RECORD WHICH MAY BE SUBJECT TO EXEMPTIONS UNDER THE FEDERAL ACCESS TO 
INFORMATION ACT OR PRIVACY ACT OR UNDER APPLICABLE PROVINCIAL OR 
TERRITORIAL LEGISLATION. IF A REQUEST FOR ACCESS UNDER THESE ACTS IS MADE, 
THE RECEIVING AGENCY MUST CONSULT CSIS IN RELATION TO APPLYING THE 
AVAILABLE EXEMPTIONS. FURTHER, CSIS MAY TAKE ALL NECESSARY STEPS UNDER 
SECTION 38 OF THE CANADA EVIDENCE ACT OR OTHER LEGISLATION TO PROTECT 
THIS INFORMATION. IF YOU LEARN THAT THIS INFORMATION HAS OR MAY BE 
DISCLOSED, THAT THESE CAVEATS HAVE NOT BEEN RESPECTED OR IF YOU ARE 
UNABLE TO ABIDE BY THESE CAVEATS, INFORM CSIS IMMEDIATELY. 

arY1 , 01^,t, 

MISES EN GARDE 

LES PRESENTES INFORMATIONS SONT COMMUNIQUEES UNIQUEMENT A DES FINS DE 
RENSEIGNEMENT ET NE PEUVENT FTRF, UTILISEES DANS LE CADRE D'INSTANCES 
JUDICIAIRES. IL NE FAUT PAS MODIFIER LA COTE DU PRESENT DOCUMENT NI LE 
COMMUNIQUER, EN TOUT OU EN PARTIE, SANS LE CONSENTEMENT ECRIT DU 
SERVICE CANADIEN DU RENSEIGNEMENT DE SECURITE (SCRS). IL PEUT FAIRE 
L'OBJET D'UNE EXCEPTION PREVUE PAR LA LOI SUR L 'ACC& A L 'INFORMATION, LA 
LOI SUR LA PROTECTION DES RENSEIGNEMENTS PERSONNELS OU TOUTE LOI 
PROVINCIALE OU TERRITORIALE APPLICABLE. SI VOUS RECEVEZ UNE DEMANDE 
D'ACCES PRESENTEE SOUS LE REGIME DE CES LOIS, VEUILLEZ CONSULTER LE SCRS 
RELATIVEMENT A L'APPLICATION DES EXCEPTIONS PREVUES. EN OUTRE, LE SCRS 
PRENDRA TOUTES LES MESURES NECESSAIRES PRESCRITES PAR L'ARTICLE 38 DE LA 
LOI SUR LA PREUVE AU CANADA OU PAR TOUTE AUTRE MESURE LEGISLATIVE POUR 
PROTEGER LES PRESENTES INFORMATIONS. SI VOUS APPRENEZ QUE CES 
INFORMATIONS ONT ETE OU POURRA1ENT ETRE COMMUNIQUEES OU QUE LES 
PRESENTES MISES EN GARDE N'ONT PAS ETE RESPECTEES, OU SI VOUS NE POUVEZ 
PAS VOUS Y CONFORMER, VEUILLEZ EN INFORMER LE SCRS IMMEDIATEMENT. 

CIS 
V 
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Strategic Briefing - COVID-19 
TS/MCSIS EYES ONLY — 2020 05 05 
Fi le no. 100-33-23 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

• The New Normal: A New Fabric Woven From Old Thread 

Big Picture: 

• Terrorism (particularly religious extremism) won't go away, but freedom of maneuver presently 
greatly l imited: 

• Geo-politics: The early signs of settling into a new long-term normal: "Co-operative Globalization" 
giving way to more strident "Global Competition" 

Outlook: Back to 1947? Or is it back to 1937? 

• 1947 - US energizing a broken world through engagement, with a strong economy backed by 
military strength, largely through cheque-book influence contesting an authoritarian power on 
all open ground. 

• 1937 — A weak America, giving ground to authoritarian regimes, and leaving the world to sort 
out its own problems. 

Canadian Strategic Position 

• Strong social fundamentals and adequate medical capacity evident (flattening the curve, 
mortality); safe but costly economic restart required, 

11 Page 
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Strategic Briefing - COVID-19 
TS//MCSIS EYES ONLY — 2020 05 05 
Fi le no 100-33-23 

Relevant New Intelligence, Information and Events 

o US "Economic Prosperity Network" announced in last 24 hours, seeking to pull supply chains 
from China, toward Australia, Japan, Vietnam as "like-minded" nations. 

21 Page 
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Strategic Briefing - COVID-19 
TS// CSIS EYES ONLY - 2020 03 27 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

• Statistics: Canada is nowhere near flattening the curve right now; but we appear to 
be in slightly better shape the than the US (so far). 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• Metrics: The US example — how and why predictions of infection rates and 
mortality rates vary so wildly. 

• End note: In '-005, IABdrafted a glob,81 pandemic scenario as part of the IAB 
study, The World Towards 2015. The scenario eerily mirrors what is happening now. 

CANADA-SPECIFIC: 

Flattening-the-curve update: 

Global (as of 2020 03 27 0800h): 
Total confirmed cases - 549,381 
Total deaths - 24,872 
Canada: 
Total confirmed cases - 4043 
Total deaths - 39 

- Canada's COVID-19 trajectory continues rapidly upward, although apparently not quite at the same 
rate as that experienced in the US and some other countries (for now). 
- Most experts agree that the number of positive cases is vastly higher than those officially 
documented, ;
- Daily deathS,4r9i spildr put they are nowhere near the numbers (proportionate to population) as 
seen in Italy,'ISOjn-atict (Croot)-1e US - at least not yet 

NifreRmiqprily) P-O,iftive,i64cors„.',(9f?n be found in the graphs documenting newly infected vs. newly 
y§./. deaths); this is critical to near-term healthcare system 

o\41,0 Onthicii <a Ls, most certainly ors the horizon 
- Howe the infections/deaths to peak for at least another 3-4 weeks at minimum 
See separately n above figures 

1 1 Page 
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Strategic Briefing - COVID-19 
TS// CSIS EYES ONLY - 2020 03 27 

METRICS: 

s fr

A 

• Infectious Disease Experts Don't Know How Bad The Corona virus Is Going To Get, Either 
(https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/infectious-disease-experts-dont-know-how-bad-the-
coronavirus-is-going-to-get-either/ Mar. 20, 2020) 

7IPag 
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Strategic Briefing - COVID-19 
TS/ CSIS EYES ONLY - 2020 03 27 

One of the most pernicious parts of the COVID-19 crisis is how,uncartain everything is. Researchers 
and officials cite statistical models that estimate infection rates, death counts and when things will go 
back to normal, but those estimates are changing rapidly. And as the foreCaSts!bounbe around, so do 
the rest of us living through the crisis. How can one feel settled when the'future feels so. volatile? 

The top-line numbers are sobering. The most recent survey, taken on March 16 and 17found that, as 
a group, the experts think that as of March 15, only 12 percent of infections in the U.S. had been 
reported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. They think there's a 73 percent chance of 
a second wave of hospitalizations this fal l. And they expect approximately 200,000 deaths in the U.S. 
by the end of the year. 

Here's what the researchers collectively had to say in the March 16-17 survey. 
How many total COVID-19 cases in the U.S. wil l the CDC report on March 29? 

Experts think we'll so ave tens of thousands more cases 
Experts' estimates of the total nkirnbgi U.S. COVID-19 cases that the 
CDC will have reported by SundaYA1R 

"4ciL) 17/6' 
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At the time the survey was in the field;Iii64 -il690 cases had been reported. But the experts 
estimated that by Sunday, March 29 — a littfic'under two weeks after they took the survey — the 

Pagc,
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country would have seen anywhere from 10,000 to 75,000 cases. (The current count is 15,219.) The 
experts' confidence in those estimates, however, varied greatly: 

How many people wil l die in the U.S. due to COVID-19 this year? 

Estimated death tolls cover a huge range 
Experts' estimates of number of COVID-19 deaths in the U.S. in 2020 

Low-end tcst 
estimate esnmire 

• 

• 

Responses 
Pitit

&..7-/Or169.../04/

High-end 
estimate 

Each bar is one expert's 
range of estimates 

‘P&C) 

6' lb ; 1̀.' PR/ 'A/Pr) 

0/ 

iv/ C7-
/14

0
OF R'140/ 1/4

94,;?A%/ti:4'1 
4)/0,1

4)/10%/14Pl/t 4jA?4,41 
4://1/F 19S0 OiyA IVA,/& • viAlTbA/ L 

The smallest estimated 
value is 4,000, with a 
range of 2,000-9,000 

2. D00,000 GO0. 000 

$1 xperts conducted ma - 16-17 

41/110 --
,4/fr'1,, -R Sfiit!PrE INit,'EQ. ,, U MASSACH11(3ET f'S, AMW:PS': 

0,9A  EZ: 

Experts'- 1 ell ertrumber of at*Ip-19 deaths in the U.S. in 2020 ranged from 4,000 all the , 
way to 1 mil l io (J 41 . highlights how much we still don't know about this disease. 

4CCp' 
* 

/14 p 9 /1 Sc./At_ 
The expert consensus is to- ec al5tki -4vu,000 deaths in the U.S. from COVID-19 this year, but the 
uncertainty around that number is also huge: There's an 80 percent chance the final number will be 
between 19,000 and 1.2 mil l ion, according to those estimates. 

91Page: 
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TI-
Around 200,000 U.S. deaths is most likely numbee, 

C 
Probability that each number will be the total number of COVI ;1*- 4JA?
deaths in the U.S. in 2020, according to experts estimates ' .̀) /4 

r-06,A L)0A/

40 0 

Experts think there's a 56 percent 
chance of having fewer than 250,000 

deaths in the U.S. in 2020 
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END NOTE 
PRot, ,_ 4,0 

At the requegtV) vqrector Judd, IAB strategic analysts drafted a comprehensive study, The World 
Towards 2011G0 021 /(V4446sessment (September 2005). The study looked at geopolitics, 

P,vc-onomi,„$kd;r eso •SZ efittesligtv , and the global threat environment, with a separate section on 
e r ana impac 

WIt A 1 Canadian security and prosperity. In the section on 
o i  rdlikogi 4.95 koVrg.s9urces,97141 rafted,,-  scenario related to a major concern at the time - the 
H11\111 vi,51-117n1 yiirerZo  i).  4

"A worldwide 6/ rlemic s not an unlikely scenario. This virus, which has become oi 
more pathogenic ieRkInt years ving several days longer) makes its way from South 
Asia to other parts of Asia, Euro X41 the Americas by air plane, bus, animal cargo, etc. 
Health officials around the worl kijO prepared for such an occurrence, but they are 
unable to contain the virus as it spre 8. -rapidly through host animal and human 

10 I Page 
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populations. The avian flu arrives in Canada within a few clays of the registered outbreak. 
In Canada and in other countries with developed health care systems, the'avian outbreak 
quickly overwhelms hospital wards and threatens mass casualties among flu patients as 
well as those admitted for other reasons. Public anxiety reaches a panic levet, a_s it 
becomes known that a vaccine developed for the strain is working in less than, half the , 
cases. The pandemic eventually subsides, but not before having ki l led more than to,poo 1 R.: , 
Canada and over 8 million worldwide, causing tremendous economic disruption and 
delivering a devastating blow to the airline industry." (p.84) 

11 I P a ge 
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4) STATISTICS: 

• World Health Organization (WHO)- global, as at 2020 03 24 1 7h53 

435,382 confirmed cases 
19,620 confirmed deaths (4.5% Mortality 

• Canada - PHAC - 2020 03 24 18h0a . . 

2,792 confirmed cases 
27 confirmed deaths (0.97% mortality)" 

• US - Center for Disease Control (CDC) - 2020 03 24 16h00 

44,183 confirmed cases 
544 confirmed deaths (1.23% mortality)-" 

** Mortality rates will evolve (likely decline) as more cases are diagnosed 

oft:-.;0•4). 

4lPage 
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ITAC f CIET 

GLOBAL TERRORISM 
THREAT, ENVIRONMENT 
DURNO RAMADAN 2020 

C) 3 Ptfit TO 23 MAY 
-9 P77. 0) OO

H 

i11141L  1) -73' 77 clo77 2c ••••• /77 ,7  co c° 
/77 0  0 

0 '77 0 
177 

0 ki-) ,C0
/,77- SITE 

reported that, asi5rr 2ifipril 2020, DAESH-supporter online media 
re-published posters th Arabic and in English calling fighters and 
supporters alike to increase jihadi attacks during Ramadan. 

CALLS FOR ATT 

0 

2 DAESH 
AQ-affiliate 
OTHER 
UNKNOWN 

UK.

This year, Ramadan is expected to begin on 23 or 
24 April 2020, and end on 22 or 23 May, depending 
on the sighting of the moon, as the Islamic calendar is 
based around the lunar cycle. This threat assessment 
tracks reporting on extremist intentions to conduct 
attacks during Ramadan. 

IDEOLOGICALLY MOTIVATED CANADIAN NEXUS 
VIOLENT EXTREMISTS ATTACKS 

IRAQ Ilk 114. 

UGANDA'' 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 2019 ATTACKS 

SOMAL 
E

8 May Lahore, Pakistan 
11 May Gwadar, Pakistan 
24 May Kabul, Afghanistan 
24 May Lyon, France 
31 May- 61 claimed attacks in 13 countries 

3 June across Africa and the Middle East 

AfGHANISTAIh 

'Z;PHILIPPINES 

2 June Kassel, Germany 
3 June Tripoli, Lebanon 

TOP S ECR ET// 

ASSESSMENTS 

CO 

0 
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HREAT 

DEFINITIONS 
VEL SIN established *raised • ered sal rernainS 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terroriS 
is HIGHLY LIKELY
and COULD OCCUR 
IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is LIKELY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR. 

LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY.. 

P) 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLI INLIKELY. 

.
is 
a 

ITAC assesses it 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY 

a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. 
The setting of threat levels is determined by several factors including current intelligence, 
recent events, as well as the intent, capabilities, and attack frequency of terrorist groups, 
ITAC cautions that the information may be incomplete and, regardless of the threat level 
applied, a violent act of terrorism may occur with little or no warning. 

HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism 
Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with information 
effective as of the date of publication. It is provided to your agency/department in confidence 
and may be further disseminated by your agency/department to those with appropriate 
security clearances and appropriate security systems to retain the information.lt must not 
be reclassified or reused in any way, in whole or in part, without the consent of the originator. 

TOP SECRET, 

TERRORi 
ADVANCED 

MODERATE 
GENERAL 

T GROUP CAPABILITIES 
Capable of sophisticated attacks, including 
against hard targets 

Capable of high profile ttai,cks ial9ainst soft targets 

Any feedback should be directed via email to: COMS-ITACREPORTS 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access 
to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The information or intelligence may also be protected by the 
provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used 
as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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CRITICAL INCIDENT 

elk 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OF lei ONLY 

Canada: Motive unknown in Nova Scotia mass shooting 

TERRORISM 
THREAT 
LEVELS 

LEGEND: Established 80411 Raised* tor.r.TKI4 Remains 

CANADA mED1 **MEDI ifivi • 
Uniformed 
Personnel 

This assessment is current as of 13:00 hrs, 20 April 2020. ITAC will update this assessment as new information 
becomes available. 

According to media reporting, from the. event' rta,' 
18 April 2020 to the morning of 19 April 2tV 
least 18 victims were killed, including `art' 6414t t 
officer, in a mass shooting, between the 
Scotia towns of Portapique =and Enfield. The 
alleged shooter, 51-year-old Qabriel, VV6 
was killed after being intercepted by polibe4f 
at a gas station in Enfield. Law e*tirqr, q 
authorities believe that Wortman acted alorici4rzdA
that there is no further risk to the public. 
Authorities also believe he had an initial 
"motivation" at the beginning that "turned to 
randomness". He was also not known to police for 
a history of violence or extremist views. 

CRC NEWS 

Timeline of events Source: Media

According to media reporting, in the late evening of 18 April 2020, Nova Scotia RCMP responded to calls about 
shots fired in Portapique, a community located approximately 40 kilometres west of Truro. At approximately the 
same time, local residents reported seeing at least three house fires in the area. Separate media reporting states 
that neighbours indicated that the alleged shooter had set fire to his home and several buildings on the property, 
and then shot people as they ran out of their homes. The shooter was apparently dressed in a full police uniform 
and vest and driving a car disguised as an RCMP vehicle. Upon arrival, police found "several casualties" but no 
suspe6t,, 

MASS SHOOTING IN NOVA SCOTIA 

R6)5 

NOVA SCOTIA 

Ha' ll 

uro 

Enfield 

Separate medial,TepOrttn9-,indicates that at some point during the evening, the shooter exchanged gunfire with 
police. He managed to,tevad6,e'authorities and was at large throughout the night. 

P,00
43Ein the' following morning, 9 April 0 0, law enforcement authorities reported an "active shooter" incident and 
710.6,7ritified:Woitillan as the itispact.'ThroughoOt the rest of the morning, Wortman was seen in several communities 

driVi110:kri tIVP:rOilt RCMP vehiC14.` Authorities then located Wortman in a grocery store plaza in Shubenacadie, 
where itie9 attempted Jo detain him. Eyewitnesses at the scene saw two cars consumed with fire. At some point, 
he switched frOrTythe'PiCMP 6;4 to a silver 'SON. W6rtman allegedly then drove south to Enfield, where he was 
intercepted by poketOfficers at a gas station. 

ASSESSMENT NOTE 
This assessment is based on media reporting. 

DEFINITIONS and HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS are located at the last page. Canada 
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Gabriel Wortman 
According to media reporting from 19 April 2020, Wortman was a denturist who owned several clinics. However, 
the COVID-19 pandemic had shuttered his businesses as Nova Scotia order the closure of dental clinics to all but 
emergency procedures in mid-March 2020. Records indicate that* owned several large properties on Portapique 
Beach Road, where the shooting began. Neighbours reported that Wortman was "obsessed" with the police and 
that his home in Portapique was a "shrine" to the RCMP. He also reportedly bought law enforcement memorabilia 
and boasted about his hobby of refurbishing old police cruisers. 

ASSESSMENT 

Terrorism Threat Levels 

• 
0 

An act of terrorise arOCkTIR'

Threat Wets as of 27 March 2020. (U//FOU0) 

There is intent and capability from both domestic and international extremist actors to commit an act of 
terrorism in Canada. 

An act of terrorism affecting uniformed personnel in Canada COULD OCCUR. 

• an individual or group within Canada or abroad has the intent and capability to commit 
an act of terrorism in Canada. 

ITAC assesses 
that an act of terrorism could occur in Canada. 

• Propaganda identifying uniformed personnel as potential targets continues to be published online. 

uniformed personnel in Canada could occur. 

A 

ITAC assesses that a violent act of terrorism affecting 
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ALMOST 
CERTAIN 

95% 

HIGHLY 
LIKELY 

85% 

60% 

THREAT LEVEL 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

BOIN - 

CRITICAL 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY LIKELY 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTLY. 

!TAO assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
Is LifriliLv 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR 

LOW 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY 

ITAC 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses both quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. the setting of threat levels is 
determined by several factors inclodmg current mtelligence, recent events. as well as the intent, capabilities. and attack 
frequency of terrorist groups. //AC cautions that the information rnay he incomplete and. regardless of the threat level applied, 
a violent act r rorism may occur with little or no warning. 

17 4P0 
14 ionfo Oc 

Op 
Ss , 

40% is 
.39% 

15' 
14 
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TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
. • 

ADVANCED 

4,1 

Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

4„ REMOTi: MODERATE Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL   Capable of simple attacks 

'&sk '' ' °NOHANDLING INST. UCTI , &**/:i  7,4

This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived 
from various sources with information effective as of the date of publication. It is provided to your agency/department in 
confidence and may be further disseminated by your agency/department to those with the need to know. It must not be 
reused in any way, in whole or in part, without trie Consent of the originator. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to ITAC at 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to information Act 
or the Privacy Act. The information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. 
The information or intelligence must not be disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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Centre in Ogre devaluation du terrorism 

WTR 20/11-A // 2020-03-19 SECRET// 

CANADA-
RELATED 

NTR 

Week: 2020 03 12 to 2020 03 1 

AMERICAS - EUROPE 

UNITED STATES: Atomwaffen Division reportedly disbanding 
2.

3. EUROPE: DAESH's measures against COVID-19 will decrease smuggling 
attempts to Europe 

AFRICA 

et, 

V 

All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the langyage, in which 
it was originally transmitted to ITAC. All ITAC comments and analyses container:1*mb 
are available in both official languages. 

C 

A 

MIDDLE EAST 

EURASIA - PACIFIC 

6. AUSTRALIA: Suspected neo-Nazi sympathizer charged 
with planning a terrorist attack 

Veuillez noter que les informations et les renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont ete transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux langues officielles. 
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WTR 20/11-A SEC RET//' 

Canada-related 

NTR 

Americas - Europe 

1. UNITED STATES: Atomwaffen Division reportedly disbanding 
Source: Media; open sources 

Summary: According to media reporting from 
16 March 2020, the chief philosophical influence of 
Atomwaffen Division (AWD) released an audio 
recording on 9 March 2020, claiming that the group is 
disbanding. In the message, James Mason stated 
that numerous arrests stemming from law 
enforcement infiltration have severely hindered the 
group's ability to function. The same reporting 
indicates that Mason has been a long-time figure 
within the United States (US) neo-Nazi community, 
acting as an advisor for AWD, has made 
appearances in propaganda videos, and authored 
Siege, an anthology of violent neo-Nazi essays that 
advocates lone-wolf acts of terror and destroying the 

C 
4 

4 

Recent AWD arrests 

According to open source reporting, on 
26 February 2020, five alleged members of AWD 
were arrested in the US. Four members were 
charged in connection with an effort to deliver 
threatening messages to journalists' homes and 
media organizations. The other member was 
charged for their alleged role in "swatting calls". 
(see TH 20/41) 

`System' 

Source: open sources 
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3. EUROPE: DAESH's measures against COVID-19 will decrease smuggling attempts to Europe 
Source: SITE Intelligence 

Summary: According to SITE Intelligence, as of 14 March 2020, DAESH media released statements and a video 
directing its members to avoid entering "the land of the epidemic" and that those "infected not leave from it". The 
statements and video also recommend sanitary and safety measures members should take to avoid contracting 
diseases. 

Middle East 

4. 

Africa 
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Eurasia - Pacific 

6. AUSTRALIA: Suspected neo-Nazi sympathizer charged with planning a terrorist attack 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 14 March 2020, 21-year-old Joshua Lucas from Sanctuary Point, New 
South Wales, Australia is facing a terrorism charge in connection with his plan to disrupt an electrical substation on 
the south coast of Australia. Lucas allegedly attempted and planned to acquire military equipment including 
firearms and items capable of making improvised explosive devices (IEDs). Authorities seized several electronic 
devices, tactical equipment and paintball guns during a search of Lucas' residence, while four registered firearms 
were seized from the residence which authorities say is the home of an associate of Lucas. The reporting further 
stated that Lucas held neo-Nazi, anti-government and anti-Indigenous beliefs. Authorities began to investigate 
Lucas in February 2020 after becoming aware of several extreme online posts. In a statement, law enforcement 
authorities indicated that the decision to arrest Lucas was made to mitigate any immediate threat to the community 
after his behaviour online was of "significant" concern. Authorities continue to investigate Lucas's "online and real-
world associates". 

s to Terrorism Threat Levels 

NTR 
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ITAC assesses that 
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is HIGHLY LIKELY 
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ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR 

ITAC assesses that 
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is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY. 
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ITAC assesses it 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act-of • 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses botht quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. The setting of threat levels is 
determined byT factors4 cluchng current mtelligence, recent events, as well as the intent, capabilities, and attack 
frequency of terror, jos, i, ions that the information may be incomplete and. regardless of the threat level applied, 
a violent act of terrorism ; i le or no warning. 
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6-4/ Alt/ 
INSTRUCTIONS 

//t 

Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

Capable of simple attacks 

No, 
This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with 
information effective as of the date of publication. This report may only be shared with appropriately indoctrinated recipients in your 
agency/department or within those Canadian agencies/departments identified as having already received this record. No action can be 
taken on this report, including its further dissemination to other Government of Canada organizations, reclassification or sanitization, 
either in whole or in part, without the prior consent of ITAC. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to: 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The 
information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be 
disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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WTR 20/11-Corrected /I 2020-03-19 TOP SECRET// 

CANADA-
RELATED 

NTR 

Week: 2020 03 12 to 2020 03 1 

AMERICAS - EUROPE MIDDLE EAST 

1. UNITED STATES: Atomwaffen Division reportedly disbanding 
2. 

3. EUROPE: DAESH's measures against COVID-19 will decrease smuggling 
attempts to Europe 

AFRICA 

0 

All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the language in which 
it was originally transmitted to iTAC. All ITAC comments and analyses contained herein 
are available in both official languages. 

EURASIA - PACIFIC 

7. AUSTRALIA: Suspected neo-Nazi sympathizer charged 
with planning a terrorist attack 

Veuillez noter que les inforrnations et les renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont ete transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux lang ues officielles. 
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Canada-related 

NTR 

Americas - Europe 

1. UNITED STATES: Atomwaffen Division reportedly disbanding 
Source: Media; open sources 

Summary: According to media reporting from 
16 March 2020, the chief philosophical influence of 
Atomwaffen Division (AWD) released an audio 
recording on 9 March 2020, claiming that the group is 
disbanding. In the message, James Mason stated 
that numerous arrests stemming from law 
enforcement infiltration have severely hindered the 
group's ability to function. The same reporting 
indicates that Mason has been a long-time figure 
within the United States (US) neo-Nazi community, 
acting as an advisor for AWD, has made 
appearances in propaganda videos, and authored 
Siege, an anthology of violent neo-Nazi essays that 
advocates lone-wolf acts of terror and destroying the 

Recent AWD arrests 

According to open source reporting, on 
26 February 2020, five alleged members of AWD 
were arrested in the US. Four members were 
charged in connection with an effort to deliver 
threatening messages to journalists' homes and 
media organizations. The other member was 
charged for their alleged role in "swatting calls". 
(see TH 20/41) 
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Source: open sources 
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3. EUROPE: DAESH's measures against COVID-19 will decrease smuggling attempts to Europe 
Source: SITE Intelligence 

Summary: According to SITE Intelligence, as of 14 March 2020, DAESH media released statements and a video 
directing its members to avoid entering "the land of the epidemic" and that those "infected not leave from it". The 
statements and video also recommend sanitary and safety measures members should take to avoid contracting 
diseases. 

Middle East 

Africa 

S 
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Eurasia - Pacific 

7. AUSTRALIA: Suspected neo-Nazi sympathizer charged with planning a terrorist attack 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 14 March 2020, 21-year-old Joshua Lucas from Sanctuary Point, New 
South Wales, Australia is facing a terrorism charge in connection with his plan to disrupt an electrical substation on 
the south coast of Australia. Lucas allegedly attempted and planned to acquire military equipment including 
firearms and items capable of making improvised explosive devices (IEDs). Authorities seized several electronic 
devices, tactical equipment and paintball guns during a search of Lucas' residence, while four registered firearms 
were seized from the residence which authorities say is the home of an associate of Lucas. The reporting further 
stated that Lucas held neo-Nazi, anti-government and anti-Indigenous beliefs. Authorities began to investigate 
Lucas in February 2020 after becoming aware of several extreme online posts. In a statement, law enforcement 
authorities indicated that the decision to arrest Lucas was made to mitigate any immediate threat to the community 
after his behaviour online was of "significant" concern. Authorities continue to investigate Lucas's "online and real-
world associates". 
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Changes to Terrorism Threat Levels 
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CRITICAL 
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MEDIUM 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY LIKELY 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTLY.

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is LIKELY 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR 

LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY.

!TA; 
HIS 

will 

ITAC; 
LIKELY 
act of 
occur. A 

ITAC assesses it 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITRC uses bothr quantitative and qualilative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. The setting of threat levels is 
determthed ny'r factors4 , luding current intelligence, recent events, as well as the intent, capabilities. and attack 
frequency of terrors Er.£jtsq. ions that the information may be incomplete and, regardless of the threat level applied, 
a violent act of terrorist» n5 ie or no warning. 
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MODERATE Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL Capable of simple attacks 
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Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with 
information effective as of the date of publication. This report may only be shared with appropriately indoctrinated recipients in your 
agency/department or within those Canadian agencies/departments identified as having already received this record. No action can be 
taken on this report, including its further dissemination to other Government of Canada organizations, reclassification or sanitization, 
either in whole or in part, without the prior consent of ITAC. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to: 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The 
information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be 
disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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CANADA-
RELATED 

NTR 

• 

Week: 2020 03 19 to 2020 03 25 

AMERICAS - EUROPE 

1. GERMANY: German police raid neo-Nazi Reichsbiirger movement nationwide 

2. GERMANY: German branch of Atomwaffen Division announces it will remain 
active 

3. FRANCE: 
4. EUROPE: DAESH propaganda to exploit COVID-19 pandemic 

AFRICA 

7. MOZAMBIQUE: DAESH affiliate seizes key town in Cabo Delgado in efforts to expand 
territory 

8. 
9. CHAD: Nearly 100 Chadian soldiers killed in an ambush in the Lake Chad area 

All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the language in which 
it was originally transmitted to ITAC. All ITAC comments and analyses contained herein 
are available in both official languages. 

, 
rorisme 

MIDDLE EAST 

EURASIA - PACIFIC 

10. AUSTRALIA: Update: Two additional 
arrests in connection with alleged terrorist 
attack plan 

11. NEW ZEALAND: Christchurch attacker 
pleads guilty 

12. INDONESIA: Wijayanto trial commences 

Veuillez noter que les informations et les renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont ete transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux langues othcielles. 

Canada 
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Canada-related 

NTR 

Americas - Europe 

1. GERMANY: German police raid neo-Nazi ReichsbUrger movement nationwide 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting of 19 March 
2020, German authorities conducted raids nationwide 
against recently banned factions of Reichsburger 
(Citizens of the Reich), a far-right movement. 
Operations against the "United German Peoples and 
Tribes" and "Osnabriicker Landmark" factions included 
simultaneous raids against 21 properties in 10 states; 
an unidentified number of group members were also 
arrested. According to German authorities, the raids 
uncovered guns, baseball bats, propaganda materials 
and small amounts of narcotics. 

Reichsbiirger 

The ReichsbOrger movement rejects the modern 
state, arguing that Germany is not a country but 
a company. They refuse to recognize German 

laws, evade taxes and fines and have their own 
currency. In October 2017, a Reichsburger 

member was sentenced to life imprisonment in 
Bavaria for killing a police officer during a raid on 
his home in 2016. The Reichsburger movement is 
estimated to have 19,000 members in Germany. 

2. GERMANY: German branch of Atomwaffen Division announces it will remain active 
Source: SITE Intelligence 

Summary: According to SITE Intelligence of 17 March 2020, on 15 March 2020 an alleged member of Atomwaffen 
Division's German cell (aka AWD Deutschland) published an audio message to Vorherrschaft Division (VD), 
a Telegram group chat for members and affiliates of the United States (US)-based neo-Nazi organization. The 
audio message indicated that despite the dissolution of the founding AWD branch in the US (see WTR 20/11), the 
German branch "remain[s] practically untouched" and will continue operations. 

According to SITE Intelligence of 19 March 2020, AWD Deutschland created a new Telegram channel to serve as 
the group's official media content dissemination and recruitment tool. The channel's biography read, "America has 
fallen. We, however, stay steadfast. Follow the Atomwaffen Division!" and included an encrypted email for 
recruitment contact. 
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4. EUROPE: DAESH propaganda to exploit COVID-19 pandemic 

According to SITE Intelligence, on 19 March 2020, DAESH published a statement praising the outbreak of 
COVID-19 as divine punishment to the West, heralding more disaster and chaos to come. DAESH called on 
"soldiers of the Caliphate for new strikes..., similar to those of Pars [sic], London and Brussels". 

Middle East 
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Africa 

7. MOZAMBIQUE: DAESH affiliate seizes key town in Cabo Delgado in efforts to expand territory 

Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, in late March 2020 DAESH-affiliated insurgents staged an overnight 
attack and seized the town of Mocimboa de Praia, taking a military base and raising their flag. The town is located 
in northern Mozambique, close to a natural gas project operated by foreign companies. The army and police have 
since launched a counter-offensive. 
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8. MALI: 
Source: Media; SITE Intelligence 

Summary: According to media reporting of late March 2020, Malian officials announced that 29 Malian soldiers 
were killed and five were wounded in a 19 March 2020 attack against a military base in the town of Tarkint in the 
Gao region of northern Mali. According to SITE intelligence reporting from late March 2020, JNIM claimed the 
attack and reiterated its demand for "occupation forces" 

According to SITE intelligence of late March 2020, JNIM claimed another attack against a MINUSMA 
vehicle in the Mopti region on 23 March 2020. 

9. CHAD: Nearly 100 Chadian soldiers killed in an ambush in the Lake Chad area 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting from late March 2020, at least 98 Chadian soldiers were killed and 
dozens more wounded during an ambuenn 23 March 2020 in the island village of Boma in western Chad. Chad's 
President stated on 24 March that thelkath toll was the largest ever in the history of the country. The assailants 
burnt at least 24 military vehicles and stole weapons, before departing the attack zone. According to 
uncorroborated media reporting, the attack was conducted by DAESH-West Africa fighters. 

Eurasia - Pacific 

10. AUSTRALIA: Update: Two additional arrests in connection with alleged terrorist attack plan 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 20 March 2020, 23-year-old Benjamin Lucas is facing terrorism and 
weapons-related charges. Benjamin Lucas allegedly planned to attack an electrical substation on the south coast 
of Australia, with his younger brother, 21-year-old Joshua Lucas, who was charged on 14 March 2020 (see WTR 
20/11). Authorities discovered hunting knives, survival equipment, ideologically motivated violent (IMV) extremist 
material ar‘cli e replica firearm after searching Benjamin's car and residence. According to the same reporting, 
Benjamin acirnitted to Vying bomb-making experience and gaining access to materials to make "a crude bomb." 
On 21 MarcA(2020, an unnaReA 19-year-old man from Falls Creek, New South Wales, Australia was arrested for 
possession of an unauthorizt4d ffrearm, in connection with the same plot. 
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11. NEW ZEALAND: Christchurch attacker pleads guilty 
Source: media 

Summary: According to media reporting from 26 March 2020, Brenton Tarrant has pleaded to 51 charges of 
murder, 40 charges of attempted murder, and one terrorism charge forAl?is role in the March 2019 Christchurch 
mosque attacks. Tarrant was remanded into custody until 1 May 2020 when a sentencing date on the 92 charges 
will be set. Tarrant had previously denied the charges and was due to go on trial in June 2020. 

12. INDONESIA: Wijayanto trial commences 
Source: Media 

Summary: On 18 March 2020, media reporting indicated that the trail of Para Wijayanto, the leader of Jemaah 
Islamiyah (JI), had been adjourned until 1 April 2020. Wijayanto is on trial for his involvement in the 2002 Bali 
bombings that killed over 200 people. 

Changes to Terrorism Threat Levels 

NTR 

What follows is a list of other ITAC products published between 19 and 25 March 2020. 

Threat Highlights 

TH 20/49 

Threat Assessments 

NIL 
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CRITICAL 
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ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY LIKELY 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is LIKELii' 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
cOUL D oCC=JR 

LOW 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY. 

IT 
LIKELY that a %tic) ent 
act of terrorism will 
Occur . 

ITAC assesses it 
is POSSIBLE that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses bothr quantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. The setting of threat levels is 
determined byrs-  factorsn i-luding current intelligence, recent events, as well as the intent, capabilities, and attack 
frequency of terroris ns that the information may be incomplete and. regardless of the threat level applied, 
a violent act of terrorism V I Hie or no warning. 
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TERRORIST. GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED 

Ak>„MODERATE 

AL 'a 

Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

Capable of simple attacks 

HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with 
information effective as of the date of publication. This report may only be shared with appropriately indoctrinated recipients in your 
agency/department or within those Canadian agencies/departments identified as having already received this record. No action can be 
taken on this report, including its further dissemination to other Government of Canada organizations, reclassification or sanitization, 
either in whole or in part, without the prior consent of ITAC. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to: 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The 
information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be 
disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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WTR 20/13-A // 2020-04-03 SECRET// 

Week: 2020 03 26 to 2020 04 01 

CANADA-RELATED 

NTR 

AMERICAS - EUROPE 

NTR 

AFRICA 

1. TUNISIA: Two terrorist attacks thwarted near the US Embassy in Tunis 
2. 

3. 

All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the langLpw,in which 
it was originally transmitted to ITAC. All ITAC comments and analyses containetrWrqip 
are available in both official languages. 

MIDDLE EAST 
NTR 

EURASIA - PACIFIC 

4. INDONESIA: New Zealander killed by 
gunmen near Freeport Mine in Papua 

5. PHILIPPINES: Canadian killed in plane 
explosion in Manila: 

Veuillez noter que les informations et les renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont ete transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux langues officielles. 
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Canada-related 

NTR 

Americas - Europe 

NTR 

Middle East 

NTR 

Africa 

1. TUNISIA: Two terrorist attacks thwarted near the US Embassy in Tunis 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting from late March 2020, two terrorist plots were thwarted and four terrorists 
arrested near the United States (US) Embassy in Tunis. The recent suicide bombing attack at the Berges du Lac 
on 6 March 2020 near the US Embassy trig` 01* a series of arrests. Terrorist elements had planned to carry out 
other attacks to capitalize on the exceptional circumstances in Tunisia brought about by the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

2. 
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3. 

Eurasia - Pacific 

4. INDONESIA: New Zealander killed by gunmen near Freeport Mine in Papua 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting frorn.,,30 March 2020 indicates that eight gunmen killed a New Zealand miner and 
wounded six other individuals ne,t;the PT Freeport Indonesia Mine. The mine is partly owned by a named US-
based company and has been pr'evipiusly targeted by attacks. The,West Papua Liberation Army, the militant wing 
of the Free Papua Organization, clait4).1 fet:ponsibility for the attack. Additionally, media reported that similar 
clashes between Indonesian authorities and the West Papo4iberation Army had killed two other security 
personnel since February 2020. 

5. PHILIPPINES: Canadian killed in plane explosion in Manila; 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting from 29 March 2020 indicates that an airplane carrying medical supplies bound 
for Japan caught fire during takeoff from the Ninoy Aquino International Airport in Manila. Eight people were killed 
including an American and a Canadian. According to media sources, Philippines authorities had deemed the plane 
airworthy, but the airport was operating with minimal staff due to the COVID-19 lockdown measures implemented 
by the autho.rities:Local officials indicated that the plane encountered an unspecified problem resulting in a fire that 
destroyed the aircraft. 

an s to Terrorism Threat Levels 

NTR 
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What follows is a list of other ITAC products published between 26 March and 1 April 2020. 

Threat Highlights 

TH 20/51 United States: Alleged VBIED plan to attack hospital during COVID-19 Pandemic,
(UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY) 

Threat Assessments 

TA 20/27-A COVID-19 UPDATE: Extremism & Political Violence 
(SECRET) 

Lasers 

NIL 
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ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY LIKELY ,1! r1 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is LIKELY' 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
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Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 
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This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with 
information effective as of the date of publication. This report may only be shared with appropriately indoctrinated recipients in your 
agency/department or within those Canadian agencies/departments identified as having already received this record. No action can be 
taken on this report, including its further dissemination to other Government of Canada organizations, reclassification or sanitization, 
either in whole or in part, without the prior consent of ITAC. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to: 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The 
information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be 
disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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CANADA-RELATED 
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AMERICAS - EUROPE 

NTR 

4 

MIDDLE EAST 
NTR 

AFRICA 

1. TUNISIA: Two terrorist attacks thwarted near the US Embassy 4. 
in Tunis 

2. 

All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the language in which 
it was originally transmitted to ITAC. All ITAC comments and analyses contained herein 
are available in both official languages. 

5. 

EURASIA - PACIFIC 

6. INDONESIA: New Zealander killed by gunmen near Freeport 
Mine in Papua 

7. PHILIPPINES: Canadian killed in plane explosion in Manila; 

Veuillez noter que les informations et les renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont ete transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux langues officielles. 
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Africa 

1. TUNISIA: Two terrorist attacks thwarted near the US Embassy in Tunis 
Source. Media 

Summary: According to media reporting from late March 2020, two terrorist plots were thwarted and four terrorists 
arrested near the United States (US) Embassy in Tunis. The recent suicide bombing attack at the Berges du Lac 
on 6 March 2020 near the US Embassy triggered a series of arrests. Terrorist elements had planned to carry out 
other attacks to capitalize on the exceptional circumstances in Tunisia brought about by the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
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6. INDONESIA: New Zealander killed by gunmen near Freeport Mine in Papua 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting from 30 March 2020 indicates that eighl gunmen killed a New Zealand miner and 
wounded six other individuals near the PT Freeport Indonesia Mine. The mine is partly owned by a named US-
based company and has been previously targeted by attacks. The West Papua Liberation Army, the militant wing 
of the Free Papua Organization, claimed responsibility for the attack. Additionally, media reported that similar 
clashes between Indonesian authorities and the West Papua Liberation Army had killed two other security 
personnel since February 2020. 

7. PHILIPPINES: Canadian killed in plane explosion in Manila; 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting from 29 March 2020 indicates that an airplane carrying medical supplies bound 
for Japan caught fire during takeoff from the Ninoy Aquino International Airport in Manila. Eight people were killed 
including an American and a Canadian. According to media sources, Philippines authorities had deemed the plane 
airworthy, but the airport was operating with minimal staff due to the COVID-19 lockdown measures implemented 
by the authorities. Local officials indicated that the plane encountered an unspecified problem resulting in a fire that 
destroyed the aircraft. 

Changes to Terrofisim Threat Levels 

NTR 

What follows is a list of other ITAC products published between 26 March and 1 April 2020. 

Threat Highlights 

TH 20151 United States: Alleged VBIED plan to attack hospital during COVID-19 Pandemic 
(UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY) 

Threat Assessments 
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COVID-19 UPDATE: Extremism & Political Violence 
(TOP SF7cctEi ET// 

COVID-19 UPDATE: Extremism & Political Violence 
(SECRET) 
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This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with 
information effective as of the date of publication. This report may only be shared with appropriately indoctrinated recipients in your 
agency/department or within those Canadian agencies/departments identified as having already received this record. No action can be 
taken on this report, including its further dissemination to other Government of Canada organizations, reclassification or sanitization, 
either in whole or in part, without the prior consent of ITAC. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to: 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The 
information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be 
disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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MIDDLE EAST 
NTR 

AFRICA 

1. TUNISIA: Two terrorist attacks thwarted near the US Embassy 4. 
in Tunis 

2. 

All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the language in which 
it was originally transmitted to ITAC. All ITAC comments and analyses contained herein 
are available in both official languages. 

EURASIA - PACIFIC 

5. INDONESIA: New Zealander killed by gunmen near Freeport 
Mine in Papua 

6. PHILIPPINES: Canadian killed in plane explosion in Manila;

Veuillez noter que les informations et les renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont eta transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux langues officielles. 
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Canada-related 

NTR 

Americas - Europe 

NTR 

Middle East 

NTR 

Africa 

1. TUNISIA: Two terrorist attacks thwarted near the US Embassy in Tunis 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting from late March 2020, two terrorist plots were thwarted and four terrorists 
arrested near the United States (US) Embassy in Tunis. The recent suicide bombing attack at the Berges du Lac 
on 6 March 2020 near the US Embassy4i9gered a series of arrests. Terrorist elements had planned to carry out 
other attacks to capitalize on the exceptibAal circumstances in Tunisia brought about by the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
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Eurasia - Pacific 

5. INDONESIA: New Zealander killed by gunmen near Freeport Mine in Papua 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting from 30 March 2020 indicates that eight gunmen killed a New Zealand miner and 
wounded six other individuals near the PT Freeport Indonesia Mine. The mine is partly owned by a named US-
based company and has been previously targeted by attacks. The West Papua Liberation Army, the militant wing 
of the Free Papua) sganization, claimed responsibility for the attack. Additionally, media reported that similar 
clashes between 1p 1 n authorities and the West Papua Liberation Army had killed two other security 
personnel since February-2020. 
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6. PHILIPPINES: Canadian killed in plane explosion in Manila; 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting from 29 March 2020 indicates that//an airplane carrying medical supplies bound 

for Japan caught fire during takeoff from the Ninoy Aquino International Airport in Manila. Eight people were killed 
including an American and a Canadian. According to media source‘, Philippines authorities had deemed the plane 
airworthy, but the airport was operating with minimal staff due to the COVID-19 lockdown measures implemented 
by the authorities. Local officials indicated that the plane encountered an unspecified problem resulting in a fire that 
destroyed the aircraft. 

Changes to Terrorism Threat Levels 

NTR 

What follows is a list of other ITAC products published between 26 March and 1 April 2020. 

Threat Highlights 

TH 20/51 United States: Alleged VBIED plan to attack hospital during COVID-19 Pandemic 
(UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY) 
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TA 20/27 COVID-19 UPDATE: Extremism & Political Violence 
(TOP SECRET//: 

TA 20/27-A COVID-19 UPDATE: Extremism & Political Violence 
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1. FRANCE: Three individuals arrested for knife attack that kills two 3. 

2. 

AFRICA 

6. 

7.

-1/1,1:Ad 
All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the 'rah V i7t ruitich 
it was originally transmitted to (TAG. All ITAC comments and analyses contain rg n 
are available in both official languages. 

EURASIA - PACIFIC 

8. THAILAND: BRN declares ceasefire 
in south amid COVID-19 

9. RUSSIA/UKRAINE: US designates 
Russian Imperial Movement as 
a terrorist group 

Veuillez voter que les informations et les renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont ete transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux langues officielles. 
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Canada-related 

NTR 

Americas - Europe 

1. FRANCE: Three individuals arrested for knife attack that kills two 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 4 April 2020 a Sudanese asylum seeker identified as AbdallaMk.0 
attacked pedestrians at random with a knife in the southern French town of Romans-sur-Isere, killing two and 
injuring five. French counterterrorism authorities cited in the media indicated that the attacker was arrested 
on terrorism-related charges minutes following the attack after he was found "on his knees on the pavement 
praying in Arabic". During a subsequent search of the attacker's home, authorities found handwritten documents 
that included arguments about religion and a complaint about living in a "country of infidels". Two others were also 
detained in connection with the attack, including an acquaintance and an individual living at the same residence as 
the attacker. 

Middle East 
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8. THAILAND: BRN declares ceasefire in south amid COVID-19 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting from early April 2020 indicates that the Barisan Revolusi Nasional (BRN) has declared 
a ceasefire on humanitarian grounds, citing concerns about the COVID-19 outbreak. BRN claimed they were 
halting all activities unless they were attacked by the Thai military. The ceasefire follows a suspected BRN attack 
in March 2020 against a government office in Yala province where a COVID-19 response meeting was being held. 

9. RUSSIA/UKRAINE: US designa 
Source: Media 

k)4.silan Imperial Movement as a terrorist group 

Summary: On 7 April 2020, the United States 
designated the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM) and 
three of its leaders as Specially Designated Global 
Terrorists (see text box). RIM is cited as providing 
paramilitary training and incitement to violence to other 
far right and neo-nazi groups around the world, and in 
particular in Ukraine. According to media reporting from 
2017, two Swedish nationals received training from RIM 
in August 2016 and were later involved in two bomb 
attacks and an attempted bomb attack that targeted 
refugees and political opponents in Gothenburg, 
Sweden, leaving one person seriously injured (see 
TA19/63). 

ITAC Assessment: This is the first time the United States has 
terrorists. 

What is RIM? 

According to media and open source reporting, 
the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM), founded 
in 2002, attracts and trains groups motivated by 
white supremacy and neo-Nazi beliefs. RIM has 
two training facilities in St. Petersburg that offer 
woodland and urban assault, tactical weapons, 
and hand-to-hand combat training. 
Source: Media 

formally designated a white supremacist group as 
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Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

Capable of simple attacks 

This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with 
information effective as of the date of publication. This report may only be shared with appropriately indoctrinated recipients in your 
agency/department or within those Canadian agencies/departments identified as having already received this record. No action can be 
taken on this report, including its further dissemination to other Government of Canada organizations, reclassification or sanitization, 
either in whole or in part, without the prior consent of ITAC. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to: 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The 
information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be 
disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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7. AFGHANISTAN: Former DAESH-K 10. 
leader arrested by Afghan authorities 

8. 

All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the language in which 
it was originally transmitted to ITAC. All ITAC comments and analyses contained herein 
are available in both official languages. 

11. THAILAND: BRN declares ceasefire 
in south amid COVID-19 

12. RUSSIA/UKRAINE: US designates 
Russian Imperial Movement as 
a terrorist group 

Veuillez noter que les informations et les renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont ete transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux langues officiates. 
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Canada-related 

NTR 

Americas - Europe 

1. FRANCE: Three individuals arrested for knife attack that kills two 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 4 April 2020 a Sudanese asylum seeker identified as Abdallah A.0 
attacked pedestrians at random with a knife in the southern French town of Romans-sur-Isere, killing two and 
injuring five. French counterterrorism authorities cited in the media indicated that the attacker was arrested 
on terrorism-related charges minutes following the attack after he was found "on his knees on the pavement 
praying in Arabic". During a subsequent search of the attacker's home, authorities found handwritten documents 
that included arguments about religion and a complaint about living in a "country of infidels". Two others were also 
detained in connection with the attack, including an acquaintance and an individual living at the same residence as 
the attacker. 
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12. RUSSIA/UKRAINE: US designates Russian Imperial Movement as a terrorist 
Source: Media 

Summary: On 7 April 2020, the United States 
designated the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM) and 
three of its leaders as Specially Designated Global 
Terrorists (see text box). RIM is cited as providing 
paramilitary training and incitement to violence to other 
far right and neo-nazi groups around the world, and in 
particular in Ukraine. According to media reporting from 
2017, two Swedish nationals received training from RIM 
in August 2016 and were later involved in two bomb 
attacks and an attempted bomb attack that targeted 
refugees and political opponents in Gothenburg, 
Sweden, leaving one person seriously injured (see 
TA19/63). 

A 

group 

What is RIM? 

According to media and open source reporting, 
the Russian Imperial Movement (RIM), founded 
in 2002, attracts and trains groups motivated by 
white supremacy and neo-Nazi beliefs. RIM has 
two training facilities in St. Petersburg that offer 
woodland and urban assault, tactical weapons, 
and hand-to-hand combat training. 
Source: Media 
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determined b I factors- eluding current intelligence, recent events, as well as the intent, capabilities, and attack. 
frequency of terror flans that the information may be incomplete and. regardless of the threat level applied, 
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ADVANCED , 
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Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL  i T. 1 Capable of simple attacks 
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Africa 

4. EGYPT: Police officer killed in raid against terrorist cell in Cairo 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, an Egyptian police If) er and seven suspected terrorists were killed on 
14 April 2020 when Egyptian security forces raided a suspected niiiitant hideout at a residential building in Cairo's 
Amiriyah District. The Egyptian Interior Ministry said the security forces seized weapons and ammunition in the raid 
and that the suspects were planning attacks against Coptic Christians during the Coptic Orthodox Holy Week and 
Easter Sunday celebrated on 19 April 2020. 
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TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

MODERATE Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL Capable of simple attacks 
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1. TUNISIA: Explosives precursors and drones discovered during raid near Tunis 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 15 April 2020, Tunisian authorities raided a house on the outskirt of 
Tunis, where several products used"for ttie renufacture of explosives were discovered. Ammonium nitrate, 
potassium and several electronic componehts used in the manufacture of drones were also discovered. The 
operation led to the arrest of one individual., 
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4. PHILIPPINES: ASG ambushes Philippine military, killing eleven military members 
Source: Media: 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 17 April 2020Thilippine military forces were ambushed and later 
engaged in a firefight with Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) militantsUPatikul, Sulu province. The ambush left eleven 
soldiers killed, another 14 wounded and five ASG members killed. Media indicates that some of the soldiers were 
reportedly beheaded. The 6tiaqic occurred as Philippine armed forces members were conducting search operations 
in the area, and came upon 40 armed ASG fighters believed to be led by Hatib Hajan Sawadjaan and Radulan 
Sahiron. Allegedly, ASG members captured weapons and a radio from soldiers killed. 
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2. TUNISIA: Explosives precursors and drones discovered during raid near Tunis 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 15 April 2020, Tunisian authorities raided a house on the outskirt of 
Tunis, where several products used for the manufacture of explosives were discovered. Ammonium nitrate, 
potassium and several electronic components used in the manufacture of drones were also discovered. The 
operation led to the arrest of one individual. 
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5. PHILIPPINES: ASG ambushes Philippine military, killing eleven military members 

Source: Media: 

Pii, Sc ummary: According to media reporting, on 17 April 2020 Philippine military forces were ambushed and later 
••7.. ,engaged in?8firefight with,Abu Sityyaf Group (ASG) militants in Patikul, Sulu province. The ambush left eleven 

soldiers kitt,ii another 14 wok ii* and five ASG members killed. Media indicates that some of the soldiers were 
reportedly bpheadi .4f)?-/attack occurred as Philippine armed forces members were conducting search operations 
in the area, and canit upqn 40 armed ASG fighters believed to be led by Hatib Hajan Sawadjaan and Radulan 
Sahiron. Allegedly, ASG membe&loaptured weapons and a radio from soldiers killed. 
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Americas - Europe 

1. FRANCE: Car ramming of police by DAESH-inspired extremist 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 27 April 2020, 29-year-old French national Youssef Tihlah deliberately 
rammed his car into police while they were verifying the identity of another driver in Colombes, France. Three 
police officers were injured, one critically. Authorities found a knife and a letter pledging allegiance to DAESH in 
Tihlah's car. During his arrest, Tihlah indicated that he had watched videos online and conducted the attack in 
retaliation for the situation in Palestine, and allegedly hoped to die during the attack. Tihlah was known to 
authorities for previous offences but was not considered a security risk. It was later reported that a 20-year-old 
male who lived in the same apartment building as Tihlah was arrested during the search of Tihlah's premises for 
refusing to relinquish his mobile device under suspicion that it contains evidentiary images. 

Middle East 

NTR 

Africa 
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3. Mozambique: Security forces kill 129 extremists; 

Source: Media; 

Summary: According to media reporting from late April 2020, Mozambican authorities claimed that a total of 
129 extremists were killed during three security operations in the month of April in Cabo Delgado Province (CDP), 
northern Mozambique. Separately, 

Eurasia - Pacific 

5. INDONESIA: Arrests disrupt activities of DAESH-aligned groups 
Source: media 

Sumrn • In April 2020, media reported that Indonesian security forces had arrested several Jamaah Ansharut 
Daulah tY)and`Mehidin Indonesia Timur (MIT) extremists who were reportedly planning attacks. In addition to 
the arrests,, fewcexti-erriists were killed, including a senior MIT militant believed to be responsible for the recent 
beheading of -an:indonesian citizen. Indonesian authorities claimed in the media that the extremists sought to 

lPs duct an attack 'while the, gciverhrnent was directing its resources to handling the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
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7. INDIA: DAESH-linked periodical calls again for attacks in India 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting indicates that the third iteration of the DAESH-linked Voice of Hind/Sawt al-Hind 
magazine was published on 22 April 2020 and includes call for attacks against India. This Ramadan-timed issue 
encouraged lone actors in India to make use of kitchen knives, axes, hammers, ropes and belts, vehicular attacks, 
petrol bombs and even bare hands to carry out attacks. It calls on Indian Muslims and other existing extremist 
groups in Pakistan, Bangladesh, Maldives and Sri Lanka to pledge allegiance to DAESH and undertake violence. 
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THREAT LEVEL • 

CRITICAL 

HIGH 

MEDIUM 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY LIKELY and 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTLY. 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is LIKELY 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
coULD OCCUR 

LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY 
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ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses bot4,quarititative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. The setting of threat levels is 
determined Ote, I factor t'iuding current intelligence, recent events, as well as the intent, capabilities, and attack 
frequency of tenon tons that the information may be incomplete and, regardless of the threat level applied, 
a violent act of terror l. r 0 .8t/re or no warning. 
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TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard target:. 

MODERATE Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

GENERAL Capable of simple attacks 

"V 

t/p-, 
HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

This document is the property of the Integrated Terrorism Assessment Centre (ITAC). Prepared by ITAC, it is derived from various sources with 
information effective as of the date of publication. This report may only be shared with appropriately indoctrinated recipients in your 
agency/department or within those Canadian agencies/departments identified as having already received this record. No action can be 
taken on this report, including its further dissemination to other Government of Canada organizations, reclassification or sanitization, 
either in whole or in part, without the prior consent of ITAC. 

Any feedback should be directed via email to. 

This document constitutes a record which may be subject to mandatory exemption under the Access to Information Act or the Privacy Act. The 
information or intelligence may also be protected by the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act. The information or intelligence must not be 
disclosed or used as evidence without prior consultation with ITAC. 
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Week: 2020 04 23 to 2020 04 29 

AMERICAS - EUROPE 

FRANCE: Car ramming of police by DAESH-inspired extremist 

AFRICA 

2. 
3. MOZAMBIQUE: Security forces kill 129 extremists, 

4. 

5. 

All information and intelligence contained in the WTR is presented in the language in which 
it was originally transmitted to ITAC. All ITAC comments and analyses contained herein 
are available in both official languages. 

MIDDLE EAST 
NTR 

EURASIA - PACIFIC 

6. INDONESIA: Arrests disrupt activities 
of DAESH-aligned groups 

7. 

8. INDIA: DAESH-linked periodical calls again 
for attacks in India 

Veuillez noter que lee informations et lee renseignements figurant dans le present Examen hebdomadaire de la menace ne sont presentes que dans la 
langue dans laquelle ils ont ete transmis au CIET. Par contre, les remarques et les analyses du CIET sont presentees dans les deux langues officielles. 
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Americas s 
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1. FRANCE: Car ramming of police by DAESH-inspired extremist 
Source: Media 

Summary: According to media reporting, on 27 April 2020, 29-year-old French national Youssef Tihlah,deliberately 
rammed his car into police while they were verifying the identity of another driver in Colombes, France, Three 
police officers were injured, one critically. Authorities found a knife and a letter pledging allegiance to DAESH in 
Tihlah's car. During his arrest, Tihlah indicated that he had watched videos online and conducted the attack in 
retaliation for the situation in Palestine, and allegedly hoped to die during the attack. Tihlah was known to 
authorities for previous offences but was not considered a security risk. It was later reported that a 20-year-old 
male who lived in the same apartment building as Tihlah was arrested during the search of Tihlah's premises for 
refusing to relinquish his mobile device under suspicion that it contains evidentiary images. 
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3. Mozambique: Security forces kill 129 extremists; 

Source: Media; 

Summary: According to media reporting from late April 2020, Mozambican authorities claimed that a total of 
129 extremists were killed during three security operations in the month of April in Cabo Delgado Province (CDP), 
northern Mozambique. Separately, 

5. MALI: 
Source: media 

Separately, according4o media of I April 2020, JNIM had sent materiel reinforcements for its counter DAESH-
GS efforts, which inclU&d 40 vehicle (and nearly 300 motorbikes. JNIM had also initiated a clash with DAESH-GS' 
fighters in norther Bdricina Faso, following a DAESH-GS attack in the same area on 16 April that reportedly killed 
dozens of JNIM'fi s. 
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Eurasia - Pacific 

6. INDONESIA: Arrests disrupt activities of DAESH-aligned groups 
Source: media 

Summary: In April 2020, media reported that Indonesian security forces had arrested several Jamaah Ansharut 
Daulah (JAD) and Mujahidin Indonesia Timur (MIT) extremists who were reportedly planning attacks. In addition to 
the arrests, a few extremists were killed, including a senior MIT militant believed to be responsible for the recent 
beheading of an Indonesian citizen. Indonesian authorities claimed in the media that the extremists sought to 
conduct an attack while the government was directing its resources to handling the COVID-19 Pandemic. 
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8. INDIA: DAESH-linked periodical calls again for attacks in India 
Source: Media 

Summary: Media reporting indicates that the third iteration of. fie, DAESH-linked Voice of Hind/Sawt al-Hind 
magazine was published on 22 April 2020 and includes call for attacks against India. This Ramadan-timed issue 
encouraged lone actors in India to make use of kitchen knives, axes, hammers, ropes and belts, vehicular attacks, 
petrol bombs and even bare hands to carry out attacks. It calls on Indian Muslims and other existing extremist 
groups in Pakistan. Bangladesh, Maldives and Sri Lanka to pledge allegiance to DAESH and undertake violence. 

Changes to Terrorism Threat Levels 
PA 

NTR 

What follows is a list of other ITAC products published between 23 and 29 April 2020. 

Threat Highlights 

TH 20/53-A 

Threat Assessments 

TA 20/32 COVID-10 UPDATE: Extremism & Political Violence 
(SECRET// 

TA 20/32-A COVID-10 UPDATE: Extremism & Political Violence 
(SECRET) 

Lasers 
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ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY LIKELY on,: 
COULD OCCUR IMMINENTLY. .W11 
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is LIKELY 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
COULD OCCUR 

LOW 

ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is POSSIBLE 
BUT UNLIKELY. 

VERY LOW 
ITAC assesses that 
a violent act of terrorism 
is HIGHLY UNLIKELY. 

7. 

!TAG assesses, 
is posswg 
a violent actor, 
terrorism Will- occur. 

ITAC assesses it 
is UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of 
terrorism will occur. 

ITAC assesses it is 
HIGHLY UNLIKELY that 
a violent act of terrorism 
will occur. 

ITAC uses bot uantitative and qualitative analysis in applying terrorism threat levels. The setting of threat levels is 
determined b I factors, cluding current intelligence, recent events, as wed as the intent, capabilities, arid attack 
frequency of terrors lions that the information may be incomplete and. regardless of the threat level applied, 
a violent act of terrorists tie or no warning. 
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TERRORIST GROUP CAPABILITIES 
ADVANCED Capable of sophisticated attacks, including against hard targets 

MODERATE 3  i Capable of high profile attacks against soft targets 

0F4415RAL All Capable of simple attacks 
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